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The Message
Welcome to our September issue. This is not only our
15th issue in Ottawa, but it is also the month of our 1st
edition in Montreal.
From the beginning, our vision is to have magazines in
different cities in Canada and, if we get really good, other
cities around the world.
Our thinking is that local advertisers want good rates and
they want a publication that gives a sense of high selfesteem, professionalism and quality. Local readers want
to know and understand the services of local practitioners,
and what events are planned for the coming months.
So after much thought, research and discussion we have chosen
Montreal as our first expansion city. I have never lived in Montreal, though
I have visited it many times. It truly is a great city and I say, with both
humour and only a touch of seriousness, this month even more so as we
proclaim it “world class” because its residents now have Montreal Natural
to read and enjoy.
We are a team here at Natural. So we go forth together. Will it
work? Were we right in our thinking? We couldn’t know until we started!
Our business opportunity is to be efficient. The desire is to learn and
grow. Growth is a process of unlearning and relearning. There seems to be
no escaping risks, discomfort and persistence. We will not be dissuaded
due to work. We look forward to the many people we will meet as the
magazine grows. The Universe will give us feedback! We are thankful to
Ottawa for the support that has allowed this to occur.
To clarify, it will be an English language publication. It will be a
distinct Montreal edition, not just an expanded print run.
The team here at Ottawa (and Montreal) Natural will do its best
to produce magazines with quality and confidence. And now that we have
a Montreal edition, to produce them with Vive!
- Hyatt Saikin
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NLP:The Ultimate Flying Lesson
By
Bryce Healey
In January’s edition of Ottawa
Natural I wrote of my experience in taking
the basic NLP Practitioner program
through NLP Partners (www.nlppartners.
com) and Renewal Technologies (www.
renewal.ca); go to www.ottawanatural.
com for the full story.
If the basic course was learning
how to fly, the Master Practitioner course
would be the equivalent of learning how
to build your own plane or, in some
cases, rocket ship. In this course, not
even the sky is the limit!
In this article you will learn
a little about what NLP is and what is
involved in taking a Master Practitioner
course. I will also go into some of the
learning experience from this course, as
well as what I personally got out of the
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Mastery

course. All in all, it is an experience I
would highly recommend to anyone.
Quick refresher: NLP stands for
Neuro Linguistic Programming and it is
the study of “finding ways to help people
have better, fuller, and richer lives,” from
the book Bandler and Grinder (1975).
Furthermore, it helps us understand
why we do what we do and why we
aren’t doing what we want to do and/or
getting the results we want in life. It is
an absolute must for anybody who is into
personal development.
Coming out of the basic
Practitioner’s course, it was hard to
believe there was still more to learn.
Little did I know what Su Thomas, Roger
Ellerton, and John Sweetnam (the three
lead trainers) had in store for us. But sure

enough, on Day 1 we received an equally
massive manual, a group project, and the
written review (final exam) also to be
completed as a group.
The ambitious goal of the
Masters program is to broaden our overall
base of knowledge, as well as our depth
of impact when it comes to NLP and
related theories and approaches. Some of
the specific items we would cover would
be:
− Recent advances in NLP
− How to structure any presentation
using just four questions
− Clean Language™
− Meta Programs
− Advanced Language Patterns for
Conversational Change
continued on Pg. 7
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continued from Pg. 5
−
−
−

Spiral Dynamics
Hypnosis
Plus, how to align your Values and
Beliefs to get what you really want
out of life

Again, in addition to the above,
there were the two group projects.
The group projects proved to be a big
part of the learning experience, as we
all quickly realized it had been years
since any of us had truly worked in a
group. Yes, we had all worked within
teams, but how often in teams do you
simply divide up the work, go to your
respective cubicle or office and get the
work done as an individual?
Although my group worked very
well together, it was not without its
own challenges and, as we found out
after the course, we were the exception
not the rule. Many groups struggled to
work together as personalities clashed.
The trainers, however, did not step in to
intervene. Instead they masterfully gave
us the opportunity to apply what we had
learned in order to rectify the situations
and move on.
A saying I am very fond of is,
“how we do anything is how we do
everything.” How we showed up in our
groups gave great insights into how
we are showing up in other areas of
our lives. As with anything, comes the
benefits of our preferred styles, as well
as the down side, and at least now we
were that much more aware of this.
Suffice it to say, we learned just
as much about ourselves working in
groups, as we did from the material in
the course. However, there was equally
as much to learn in how the course was
delivered. This was the true difference

between the Practitioners program
and the Masters program. I am not
referring to how the trainers deliver
their material (also a lot to learn from),
but the intentional lack of specific
direction we were given throughout
most of the course and especially the
group projects.
Lack of direction could be
interpreted as a negative thing, but
again, it is the lack of specific direction
I am referring to. Take our group
project; for example, the only direction
that was given was we were to “Model
one of the trainers and do a 5-10
minute presentation on why he is such
an effective trainer.” So we always
knew what was required of us, but
what we had to figure out for ourselves
was HOW to go about it.
Needless to say, most groups
raised their hands and peppered the
trainers with questions as to what
specifically they were looking for,
which was usually answered with a
repeat of the original instructions.
This brought the awareness of
how very spoon-fed we all are and how
little we actually think for ourselves.
Stop for a moment to reflect on this…
from birth until we leave and move
out, our parents tell us what to do, as
well as the rules of the road, etc.
This is further programmed
into us in school, as we are taught how
to do things. Even in post secondary
schooling, we are giving thick books,
which show us step by step how to
carry out our profession.
As we take the first steps
into what should be our independence
continued on Pg. 10

In religion and politics, people’s
beliefs and convictions are in almost
every case gotten at second hand,
and without examination.
- Mark Twain
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SimplyRaw Talk
with
Natasha Kyssa
Beauty in the Raw
It turns out that Mom was right after
all when she told us that eating fruits
and vegetables would make us strong
and healthy. Modern research is pointing
more and more to the fact that a diet
rich in fresh plant foods can lower and
prevent the risk of various health issues.
Eating plenty of raw fruits and vegetables
is the key to optimal health, and those
who incorporate even a little bit of raw
foods into their daily lives will start to
feel better. Of course, the more you eat,
the better you will feel!
Eating raw – a diet of uncooked
plant-based foods - is rapidly becoming
one of the hottest healthy lifestyles around
the globe and people are “going raw” for
a multitude of reasons: increased energy,
improved digestion, reduced risk of heart
disease, disease reversal and cleansing the
body, to name a few.

However, people are also
flocking to this way of eating for its
positive effects on their appearance. You
only have to look at the many “Before
and After” photos of raw foodists, to see
how people are transformed into ravishing
beauties by eating raw food. Raw foodists
report improved complexion, softer
younger skin, diminished wrinkles and
natural weight loss – an added bonus for
many! Beauty begins on the inside, and
our skin reflects our internal health. When
the body is unhealthy or toxic, conditions
such as poor complexion, dry or chapped
skin, dark circles and body odour manifest
themselves externally.
Actors, models, musicians and
other known public figures are getting wind
of this beauty secret and hopping on the
raw band wagon to achieve their beautiful
glowing skin - and to prolong their careers.

Even exclusive health spas around the
world are embracing the health food
culture by offering their guests an ultrachic vegetarian menu consisting only of
raw foods.
Gorgeous Sports Illustrated
swimsuit supermodel Carol Alt praises
the lifestyle saying that she owes her
flawless skin and youthful body to her
raw diet, which she’s been following
since the mid 90s. Prior to going
raw, Carol struggled with headaches,
insomnia and sinus problems – all
which disappeared within weeks of
going raw. In December 2008, Carol
posed for Playboy at 47 years old,
saying that her goal was to promote raw
eating and to show women that they,
too, can look their best at any age.
As a long-time raw foodist, I can
attest to the benefits of this lifestyle.
Twenty years ago, prior to eating
raw, I struggled with depression,
acne, weight fluctuations and yo-yo
dieting between 35 pounds. Now at
the proud age of 49, my skin feels
much softer, my complexion clearer,
my weight maintains itself and, I
feel more energetic than I did in my
20s!
As the expression goes, you are
what you eat, and when you nourish
your cells from the inside out,
your body will work in harmony
and your skin will naturally glow.
No pill, supplement or expensive
skin care product can replace the
live enzymes, oxygen, vitamins,
minerals, antioxidants and phytonutrients available in fresh raw
foods. When you are healthy on the
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inside, your skin will show it!

SimplyRaw Talk

nutrients including fibre. They are
quick, delicious and nutritious! (See
So if you wish to exude glowing
my book The SimplyRaw Detox
radiant skin and health, start increasing
Manual for lots of simple, delicious
the proportion of raw foods in your
recipes)
diet. If you truly want to see results, join 5. Dry Skin Brush. Make dry skin
SimplyRaw’s September detox session
brushing a daily health and beauty
by registering on www.simplyraw.ca regime to keep your skin soft and
I guarantee that your entire body will
refreshed. (See The SimplyRaw
respond and love you for it. Don’t forget
Detox Manual for instructions)
to listen to your Mother!
6. Refrain from alcohol, caffeine and
nicotine. These substances rob the
Below are a few tips to implement
body of minerals as well as dehydrate
into your daily routine. You’ll be
it.
surprised how small changes will lead 7. Eat avocados: Avocados are bursting
to a healthier, more beautiful you!
with nutrients including vitamins,
minerals, trace elements and healthy
1. Hydrate your body with plenty of
fats. For softer hair and skin, eat half
clean water. Our bodies are made
an avocado every day!
of approximately 80 percent water 8. Avoid dairy products, reﬁned and
and water is required for every
cooked carbohydrates, cooked
cell to function properly. It also
fats, and meat. These foods are
moisturizes the skin from the inside
acid-forming and cause a sluggish
out and is essential in maintaining
digestive system. They can also create
elasticity.
toxic build-up and acne.
2. Aim for a minimum of 80% raw 9. Use
only
fruits, vegetables, leafy greens
natural plantand sprouts in your diet. There is
based beauty
a direct correlation between the
and skin care
foods we put in our bodies and how
products. The
we look. Eating fresh raw foods
skin is the largest
provides your body with all the
elimination
necessary nutrients that your body
organ in the
needs. These foods also contain
body,
and
a lot more moisture than cooked
a b s o r b s
foods, simply for the fact that the
whatever
we
cooking process removes so much
put upon it. In
essential moisture.
other words, if
3. Drink fresh green juices daily.
you won’t eat it,
Green juices are alkaline, hydrating
don’t put it on
to the body, and full of live vitamins
your skin!”
and minerals. The more juices you 10. Detoxify your
drink, the more you will look fresh,
body! I can’t
juicy and alive!
stress
enough
4. Have a Green Smoothie every day.
how important it
Green Smoothies are full of healthy
is to detoxify the

body minimally twice a year! The
first place to start improving the
health of your skin is through diet
- your skin reveals what’s going on
internally, therefore, it is important
to detox for beautiful skin, inside and
out. The SimplyRaw Detox Program
will help you understand how
connected your diet relates to the
condition of the skin – and overall
health. Once you see the difference,
you will be inspired to continue to
make positive food choices as a way
of life.

“Vitality and beauty are gifts of nature
for those who live accordingly to its
laws.” – Leonardo Da Vinci
Natasha Kyssa is the author of “The
SimplyRaw
Living
Foods
Detox
Manual”, and owner of SimplyRaw, a
local Ottawa business helping to improve
the health of our local community - one
bite at a time! Contact Natasha online at
www.simplyraw.ca or 613-234-0806.

Only passions, great passions,
can elevate the soul to great things.
- Denis Diderot
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continued from Pg. 7
and get our first real job and move out,
what is the first thing we are hit with?
Training… and lots of it. From more
courses to training manuals to policy and
procedural manuals, we are told exactly
how to go about our day.
Where parenting ends off,
society steps in. Government (laws and
regulations), spiritual organizations,
business (via advertising), television and
movies, and social groups all tell us how
we should be living out lives.
So it is no wonder that when we
were asked to think for ourselves, it felt
like this new strange experience. It took
the empowering belief of our trainers to
know that we already had everything we
needed within us, and then them giving
us the opportunity to see it for ourselves.
This was a crucial part in our growth in
becoming Masters.
It reminds me of the saying,
“Give a man a fish, and feed him for a
day. Teach a man to fish, feed him for
life.” Our trainers were taking this to the
next level and giving us the opportunity
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to realize we not only have the
knowledge already to fish, but to create
all the tools we need to catch fish.
How often do you allow others
the opportunity to grow? Whether it is
your kids, your students, your staff, or
yourself.
It feels good to help, to know
that you are needed. It gives us a feeling
of importance… of significance. And
for the receiver, they are no doubt
grateful. However, the more they seek
answers and are given them, the more
they undermine their own confidence of
being able to come to these answers on
their own.
Interdependence should not
be at the cost of independence and vice
versa. Both should be fostered in a
balanced approach.
For myself, this is a particularly
important point, as I am developing
my skills not only as an individual but
also as a leader. And leaders master the
ability to step into the unknown and
either find a path or make one, which

others than can follow.
Coming out of the Master
Practitioner’s course, I am equipped with
even more tools for my own personal
development and that of my clients.
However, even more importantly I walk
away from this course with a greater
sense of confidence that I am able to
stand on my own two feet.
And as Harry Browne (writer,
politician, and financial analyst) once
said, “When you know that you’re
capable of dealing with whatever
comes, you have the only security this
world has to offer.”
If you are interested in starting or
perhaps taking the next steps in your
journey into self discovery and realizing
your dreams while attaining a happier
more fulfilling experience of life, there
are a few options available to you:
1.

NLP
Partners
(www.
nlppartners.com)
hosts
monthly FREE seminars you
continued on Pg. 43
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Cha Yi: The Art of Tea

By
Daniel and Veronique Caron
Tea lovers and those who want to
benefit from tea’s great virtues will be
delighted to learn that CHA YI Teahouse
is opening its doors in September in OldHull, Gatineau. It is the first store in the
region to dedicate itself entirely to tea
and all that surrounds this brew. CHA YI
offers a wide selection of fine and artisan
tea imported directly from the premium
tea gardens of China, Taiwan, Japan
and India as well as other tea producing
regions. Along with White, Green, Black,
Oolong and Pu-erh Teas, you will find a
variety of local and international herbal
teas, as well as everything you need to
prepare your favourite infusions.
CHA YI Teahouse also welcomes
you to a warm and relaxing tearoom
where you can calmly sip a tea from
their large selection or from the latest
arrivals, accompanied by a light snack.
Our School of Tea presents workshops
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every weekend on the culture and
the art of tea, exploring the ancestral
methods of enhancing the infusions of
those precious leaves and turning the
experience into a memorable moment.
Not only is tea the second most
widely consumed beverage after water
but this fascinating infusion is also
infused with aspects of health, art,
sharing, spirituality and harmony in
many cultures. Its benefits on both
the body and the mind are countless.
The Chinese have long said that those
simple leaves can extend and enlighten
the lives of those who drink it daily.
Many scientific researchers now confirm
tea’s benefits in the prevention of many
cancers, cardiovascular and degenerative
diseases and fighting cholesterol
and obesity due to its high levels of
polyphenols, aminoacids, theine and
vitamins. Tea also has the effect of focus

and invigoration unlike the excitement
associated with coffee.
This simple infusion provides a
break from our day while we enjoy an
amazing range of aromas and flavours,
as complex and diverse as we find in the
world of wine. Discover the differences
that season, terroir, and manipulation
make on these premium leaves. Subtleties
that are lost in the world of industrially
produced commercial teabags.
For all those aspects, tea can easily
become a passion, a healthy one. It has
become ours and we hope to share it
with you!
Visit CHA YI Teahouse, 61 Eddy
Street (at Wright), Gatineau, Quebec,
819-205-1830
or
www.chayi.ca
info@chayi.ca
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The Carole Baker Story:
Saved By Hypnotherapy

By
Grace Joubarne, CCHt
Often people see hope for
themselves in other’s success
stories. With permission, I am
recounting Carole Baker’s story
as a way of helping people learn
about self-healing hypnotherapy
and how it can assist them
with their struggles. This is a
true story of how two sessions of hypnotherapy at GracePlace
Wellness freed Carole of decades of fears, anxieties, depression
and multitudes of diagnoses and drugs.
At some time in her childhood Carole Baker, now resident
of the Ottawa, Ontario area, started to associate snakes with the
feelings of helplessness, intense fear and anxiety. The feelings
grew exponentially until by 1995 Carole was hospitalized for
depression and at that time her fear of snakes escalated to the point
where she was unable to help on her farm. Slowly over the years,
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other issues surfaced, including sleep apnea, persistently high
stress levels, anxiety, fear of being touched, and inability to
tolerate or engage in hugging/embracing. Indigestion, muscle
and joint pain, poor circulation, headaches and increasing
forgetfulness were constant companions.
Along with the debilitating effects of the emotional and
mental issues she was facing, Carole was accumulating many
diagnoses and medications, the side effects of the medication
in themselves causing major difficulties. Over the years her
medications included concurrent doses of powerful drugs
such as Celexa, Seroquel and numerous anti-depressants.
Despite seeing a psychiatrist and a psychologist regularly, she
underwent de-sensitization to snakes through exposure therapy
for three consecutive summers, all to no avail and her quality of
life seemed to deteriorate.
According to Carole the fear of snakes only worsened:
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eventually she was unable to leave her house without a compete
check of her front door and walk for the presence of snakes. Even
inside the house she was on high alert, losing more interest in her
daily activities. She loved to bake for her husband, but even that
joy seemed extinguished. She came to rely entirely upon her
wonderful and supportive husband Don to handle the shopping,
because being touched was a significant stressor.
By the time she attended GracePlace Wellness for
Hypnotherapy in the spring of 2010, Carole said had been
diagnosed with PTSD, Dissociative Identity Disorder, Panic
Disorder ulcers, arthritis, chronic pain, snake phobia and
dissociation when stressed and had been under psychiatric care
for some 15 years.
Hypnotherapy is very much the ultimate self-healing tool.
An April 2010 article in the local natural magazine, Ottawa
Natural, caught her eye and her intuition and magnificent drive
to survive kicked in. On April 26, 2010, full of the necessary
desire and determination to heal herself, she called GracePlace
Wellness in Ottawa, Ontario to enquire about what benefits
hypnotherapy could be to her. If only she could be free of her fear
of snakes, she would have her life back she declared - even if she
had to put up with the other issues. Once it was explained to
her that hypnotherapy could facilitate relief of all sorts of fears
and phobias, anxieties and sleep issues, appointments could not
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be set fast enough.
Freedom came with the first two-hour session on May 10,
2010. Whereas Carole had walked into the hypnotherapist office
in a highly anxious state, eyes wide, very pale complexion and an
inability to even whisper the word ‘snake’, the session work made
it immediately possible for her to walk to the hypnotherapist’s
garden, to walk through lawn grass and to laugh when she was
told a snake was present just a few feet away.
It was over…the fear of snakes that controlled practically
every aspect of her life was dissolved in one hypnotherapy
session. Carole reported later “ I just put a gluten-free cake in
the oven!! I haven’t baked in literally months.” She went on
to report increased energy levels and on May 14, 2010 proudly
announced that she went out on her back lawn with sandals to
hang up her laundry…something she had not been able to do in
years. Soon Carole reported that she and her husband walked
their entire property in Carp, Ontario and she did so wearing
sandals - not a single negative feeling appeared the entire time.
The second session, two days later, was equally
rewarding for Carole. Through hypnotherapy, Carole was
able to dissolve the rest of the persistent negative emotional
issues that dogged her life. As a result, she felt wonderful;
hugging, being touched and shopping is now a fun activity, no
continued on Pg 18
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Loving Words
With Rev. Sherry Harris,
MSW, RSW, CHt

Breaking Free

Breaking free of what, you ask? Breaking free of everything that holds
you back and keeps you from living a life full of joy, enthusiasm, creativity and
abundance, that’s what. Is it possible? Absolutely! How? Read on.
We all know that we hold certain thoughts that limit us. Thoughts like, “I
can’t, I don’t know how, I don’t deserve, I can’t win, I don’t have enough, I’m
not smart enough.” You get my drift. These thoughts are conscious. We know
we think them; we chastise ourselves for thinking them and we know their
negative, self-deprecating content hurts us. We can monitor
these thoughts because we are aware of them. We can bring are the real saboteurs. They insidiously chip away at our dreams,
them to awareness and consciously cancel and then reframe our hopes, our plans for the future, and our everyday ability to
them into a positive, life expanding thought. However, even create an easy, flowing, abundant life for ourselves. How do we
knowing that we can do the work to cancel and reframe them, find these sneaky, limiting thoughts that keep us from being,
seldom do we take the time to do it. Why? Because we having and doing what we want in this life? Tapping into the
forget, don’t think it’s important enough and/or don’t believe subconscious is the answer. The subconscious mind is that part
it will make things better. Or even more commonplace, we do of us, hidden from our conscious, aware, mind, that holds the
not think we’re worthy of spending the time on ourselves to core beliefs, life scripts, and repeating patterns that program
how we think about ourselves, how we feel, the choices we
become more. We get lazy and settle for the status quo.
If the thoughts we are aware of limit our ability to make and the actions we take. It is our operating system and
manifest, how about the thoughts we aren’t aware of? These
continued on Pg. 17
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Pilgrimage to Sacred Peru
Willaru Huayta is an Incan
Spiritual Messenger from Cusco, Peru.
Born a Quechua Indian, he learned to receive
truth during spiritual quests in the Amazon
jungles, high in the Andes mountains,
from the Masters of the inner cities and
interactions with local shamans. Many years
ago he had a vision to travel to Cusco as a
Chasqui (messenger) for the Great White
Brotherhood, to share messages pertaining
to the transitional times in which we live, for
the awakening of humanity.
Willaru delivers these messages
through sacred site journeys in the ancient
lands of Peru, the same areas where the
Inca civilization once thrived. Just for a
minute, imagine yourself immersed in the
energy of this mystical land, where Willaru
shares the teachings about the original use
and purpose of these sites...you won’t find
this information in history books or on a
traditional guided tour.
This is your opportunity to reawaken
your Spirit in the timeless, immense beauty
of Machu Picchu and meditate at the top of
the world at Wayna Picchu. To experience
a welcoming ceremony with Keros shamans
at the sacred site of Saqsayhuaman is
incredible and at Tambo Machay, Willaru
will teach about history from the Akashic
Book of Mother Nature. You will walk
where Masters walked in enchanting
Cuzco - the oldest inhabited city in South
America - and receive esoteric knowledge
of the ancient Mystery Schools in the Sacred
Valley of the Incas. In Ollantaytambo you
will find the Temple of the Condor and the
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Fifth Dimension, then on to meditate
at Moray, a circular site that has a deep
connection with other worlds.
For some, the effects of a journey
with Willaru lead to illuminating
experiences and radical awakenings,
while the effects for others are more
subtle and emerge over several months
or even years. Although each individual
experience is unique and personal,
connecting with the ancient lands of Peru
and the Mystery School teachings will be
inspirational, create lifelong memories
and strengthen your sense of knowing.
You are invited to remember…. to
rejuvenate your spirit…. to anchor the
ancient energies and esoteric teachings
into your soul…. to explore Peru with
Willaru and learn to live each day in the
Temple of your Heart with your Father/
Mother God.
Willaru writes- “The Eagles of
the north have received the calling to
ﬂy south to
Peru in the
Inca
lands
to
receive
the
sacred
knowledge
and
to
practice for
the realization
of your higher
self. One day
at a sacred
site is worth a

thousand days of meditation.”
Willaru
offers
fabulous
pilgrimages year round, and works
with Elders Without Borders for
annual journeys to Peru. For this
tour of November 24 to December
10, 2010, the tour package is $2,500
per person for double occupancy and
$3,000 for single occupancy. This
package includes lovely hotels with
breakfast, domestic flights LimaCusco and Cusco-Lima, private
buses throughout the tour, tourist
train to and from Machu Picchu, tour
guides’ salary and Peruvian taxes.
All of the magical details (itinerary,
travel tips, registration) to be viewed
at www.elderswithoutborders.org
or call Susan at 613-852-8393. This
is the trip of a lifetime that you’ve
been dreaming about!
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In Memoriam:
Michael Monner
March 11, 1939 - July 16, 2010
By
Hyatt Saikin
I don’t remember the first time
I met Michael Monner, but it was probably in January or February of 1988. I
had graduated from Rolfer School in
December 1987 and went to see Michael to put an ad in Tone. Michael did
the layout for Tone Magazine.
Every so often I would change
my ad and Michael and I would have
fun making up ads in the first years of
my practice. Tone was different then.
While others of the editor’s group were
around, it was Parmod and Lucy Yang
who were mostly in the office when I
was there. Lucy was the proof reader/
editor, and Michael did layout.
Michael clearly was a New
Age kind of man, so when he got to
indulge his interest for New Age and
computers with his passion for magazine layout, a bit of heaven existed on
earth. I would joke with him that Tone
existed to feed his computer habit. He
always had the newest Macintosh computer toys. His software was the best,
and the latest version.
It was because of Michael I
bought a Macintosh. He would hear of
nothing else. This was in the days before
Windows. He even let me loose on his
so I could understand how much easier
Macs were to use. And so I got my first
Macintosh, a Mac Plus.
While Michael always knew
the value of money, I think all he really cared about was that there should be
enough money to pay the printer, which
would clear the way for next the month’s
edition and his opportunity to play with
his computer and again do layout.
As time went on and my circumstances changed, I advertised less
and less in Tone. Finally, I just kept a
listing in the directory. Some years I
would mail in my cheque, but in others I
would go by the Tone office - a room at
the front of Michael’s house on 3rd AvePage 16

nue in the Glebe - to pay my bill. It really
was just an opportunity for two friends
to talk and catch up.
In February 2009 when I went
to pay my bill, I became aware that Michael was ill. Our friendship rekindled. I
would visit Michael regularly. We spoke
on the phone and emailed. We would
discuss the joys and frustrations of the
magazine business. Sometimes we just
discussed ‘life’.
He loved to sing a little ditty:
They asked me how I knew
Raccoon pelts was blue
I just smiled and said
That’s nonsense you been fed
Raccoon pelts is red
He would sing the verse and
then laugh. Sometimes we would sit and
sing it together, two guys being simple ...
I guess you had to be there to appreciate
it.
When it was warm we would sit
on the patio outside at the Starbucks not

far from his home. I was surprised at
his appreciation for an attractive woman and how, when a woman was sitting
close by, she would enjoy talking with
him. He had a way about him.
All who knew Michael would
know he had a heart the size of Texas
or, should I say, the size of Alberta,
where he is from. I never saw that
‘heart’ lessen, even as his illness progressed. In Alberta, he told me, he is
known as Kenneth or Kenny. His full
name was Kenneth Michael Monner.
He was a country boy at heart.
He would sometimes play country
music while working at the computer.
Maybe 10 or 12 years ago he gave me a
Hank Williams Greatest Hits CD. I admit I still enjoy listening to ‘Love Sick
Blues’, although I don’t think I’d ever
heard of the song before then.
In February of this year he
moved from the Glebe and took up residence at a facility in Kanata. I still called
him and would drop by the residence in
Kanata, although I did see him less often. He continued to do layout right up
until the last few issues before he died.
The Saturday before he died I went
to visit him. He was lying down and
seemed very tired. He knew I was there,
but was just too weary to talk, so I told
him I’d come back another time. A few
days later when I went back I was told
he was in the hospital and a few days after that he died.
Michael Monner has passed on.
In my opinion, and I am sure one shared
by a great many others, the world is a
better place for him having been here.
I am thankful to say he was my friend.
As he moves on in the next phase of his
evolution, I would be even more thankful if he considered me a friend also.
We at Ottawa Natural remember Kenneth Michael Monner.
Ottawa Natural
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it runs on automatic unknown to us. It
keeps us small and life-limiting until we
bring the deeply ingrained system into
awareness and take the steps to remove
those thoughts which hold us down,
hold us back and keep us stuck in our
negative, hurtful and uncomfortable
patterns. The subconscious mind can be
our best friend or our worst nightmare.
More often than not it carries what it
thinks are protective decisions derived
from every hurt we ever experienced. It
can be a nasty tyrant and still believe it
is acting in our best interests.
So how do we find these
subconscious thoughts hidden in the
body awareness and then what do we
do to clear them? Kinesiology, muscle
testing, has been scientifically proven
to be the most successful way to talk
to the body. In using kinesiology we
say a statement to our body then test
for a response. If the response is yes,
(strong), then the body is in alignment
with the statement and the statement
makes the body energetically strong. If
the response from the muscle testing is
a no (weak), the statement disempowers
the body and leaves it weak and
powerless. Obviously, we want the
body strong, aligned and empowered
all the time. When I say empowered, I
am not talking about power over others,
but rather having the ability to manifest
what is desired. It is worth our while to
find out what thoughts of ours weaken
our system and which ones strengthen
it and add to our ability to be abundant
creators.
Louise Hay introduced us to
the power of affirmations more than
twenty years ago. We assumed all the
affirmations we said were helpful to
us. Surprisingly, not so. If the It is
beneficial to you to keep that thought.
If the affirmation renders the body weak
because of our underlying subconscious
thoughts, we are wasting our time
affirming and possibly creating a
greater resistance to what we want to
create. Example: I think consciously
that I want to lose weight. I use an
affirmation that says, “ I am slim, firm
and beautiful. I love my slim, healthy
body.” Consciously, I am aligned with
this. Subconsciously, the body may
Ottawa Natural

have its own agenda such as, “It is
not safe to be slim and beautiful.
When you were slim in the past you
attracted partners who hurt you. Keep
the weight on. Stay emotionally safe.”
If this is what the body holds, all the
affirmations about weight loss are
counterproductive. Fortunately these
limiting thoughts can be cleared
making room for powerful, life
affirming affirmations to take hold
and create our desired outcome.
The trick to unearthing the
subconscious thoughts is to use belief
statements, speak them to the body and
test for the outcome. If strong, your
subconscious believes it and you are
solid on that thought. If the body goes
weak, you will want to reprogram the
subconscious with a new belief that
is life giving, not destructive. This
work is highly successful and works
on many levels. The deeper patterns
may take a little longer to shift to a
healthy energetic as they have been
holding space for a long time and may
need to be released in layers. Some
of the less deeply ingrained thoughts
and
patterns
can be cleared
in one session.
There are many
practitioners
using kinesiology
to tap in to the
subconscious
programming. I
have developed
my
own
system
which
I find highly
successful
in
that it combines
i n t u i t i v e
counselling,
coaching,
tapping,
and
subconscious
reframing
to
break free of
that which binds
us and keeps us
from living the
abundant
life
we long for and
inherently know

we are capable of having.
In addition to working with
individuals to bring change I will be
teaching a system to help people do this
process themselves. Staying committed
to clearing limiting and un- productive
thoughts brings immeasurable rewards.
We feel lighter, more focused, more
energized, and filled with enthusiasm to
create and live an abundant life. I will
be teaching a one-day beginning course
that will give you the tools to start
breaking free from your subconscious
programming. The projected course
date is Saturday September 25th. Please
call for more information.
Sherry Harris, MSW, RSW, CHt is an
Abundant Life Coach, Psychotherapist,
Spiritual Counsellor and Teacher,
and Energy Therapist using Reiki,
Matrix Energetics, and Voice for Love
protocols. Sherry may be reached by
phone at 613-236-8852, email: harris.
sherry@gmail.com, website: www.
sherryharriscounselling.com.
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matter how busy the stores. Difficulties
with sleep apnea and headaches have
improved greatly.
Shortly after her second session,
Carole reported that she talked to her
psychiatrist and insisted on being tiered
off her medications within a couple of
months. She now qualifies as one of
hypnotherapy’s biggest proponents and
supporters as she tells friends, colleagues
and the world about hypnotherapy and
how it freed her. Many of her friends
are also now freed from medication and
illness roulettes, fully in control of their
lives.
Carole firmly believes this is the
answer to our overwhelmed medical care
system costs…a dignified, self-healing
modality, free of drugs and years of talktherapy. She speaks on the subject often,
educating people on the importance of selfdetermination and taking responsibility for
one’s health…providing hope to many
who had previously been led to believe that
their quality of life could never improve,
that their illness was incurable.
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I explained to Carole, all people
who do hypnotism do not have the
same training. I received intensive
and in-depth hypnotherapy training
at The Pacific Institute of Advanced
Hypnotherapy
(certified
IMDHA
hypnotherapy school). While some
people practice with very little initial
training and very little Continuing
Education, others of us are committed
to
professional
development.
Personally, I earn hundreds of hours of
additional education credits annually
in the areas of IBS, Fibromyalgia, pain
control, emotional struggles, stress
management, weight management
and numerous other applications
of hypnotherapy, including one of
the newest, Virtual Gastric Band
Fitting. The ability/competency of the
hypnotherapist is as important as the
willingness of the client. You should
always check credentials.
This enormously talented woman
and educator is now on a mission to
help hypnotherapy become mainstream
and readily available in the world of

mental health. Carole’s self-healing
continues to inspire all who meet her.
Grace Joubarne is a Certified Clinical
Hypnotherapist in full-time practice,
with offices in Ottawa and Belleville,
ON.
Visit her website at www.
graceplacewellness.com, her blog at
www.askgrace.ca or call 613-422-7027
or toll-free at 1-888-390-3553. Email:
info@graceplacewellness.com
All
enquiries welcome.

See Grace’s ad on Page 2

Go confidently in
the direction of your
dreams. Live the life
you have imagined.
- Henry David Thoreau
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Acupuncture
Lori MacKay RMT, CAMA – Trained in Medical
Acupuncture at McMaster University. Providing
treatment for acute and chronic musculoskeletal
disorders and injuries such as, joint, neck, shoulder
and back pain, headaches, tendonitis, carpal tunnel,
arthritis, and more. Acupuncture can be performed
alone or in conjunction with massage therapy
treatment. Convenient downtown location: For
App. Please Call 613-241-3434. For More Info
Contact Lori @ lorirmt@gmail.com or www.
lorirmt.ca
A Course in Miracles
Course Oasis. Courses, support and study groups,
spiritual gatherings, individual mentoring and
counselling, books. Mary Anne Buchowski.
613-726-0195; courseoasis@primus.ca; www.
courseoasis.org
Allergy
ALLERGY & CHRONIC CONDITIONS.
10th year serving Ottawa. Judy Spence’s Medical
background assures your program is tailored to
your health needs. NAET is excellent for treatment
of allergy & infection as well as Autism, CFS, FM,
MCS, ADD & other chronic conditions including
pain. Doctorate of Natural Medicine, RN, Ac.
Advanced Level 2 NAET, Advanced 2 BioSet,
Laser Acupuncture Detox & Lymphatic Drainage.
Western medicine meets eastern medicine to
correct persistent and acute health issues. Stateof-the-art computerized testing. The NAET Clinic
of Ottawa, a full service, full time practice. Also
offers Detoxification, Hypnosis, Homeotoxicology,
Auricular Medicine & Ion detox foot baths. 613728-2579 www.naetottawa.com On parle francais.
Allergy Treatment

Debra Lowe Canada’s most highly trained
Advanced-2 NAET practitioner. (613) 526-9531
www.allergyandpain.com
Currently certified
NAET practitioners can be found at www.naet.com

Angelic Reiki
Let the Energy of the Angels transform you into
divinity! In this Hands on Healing Manner BY:
Rev. Gordon Olmstead FREE OF CHARGE! My
will is to serve humanity! gordonolmstead@yahoo.
ca (613) 726-3385 (Home) (613) 323-0057 (Cell)
Located in Nepean.
Art Galleries
Snapdragon Gallery 791 Bank Street (at Third)
Richard Banister 613-233-1296
Astrology
Carol Kerwin Professional Astrologer. Birth
Charts, Navigating Life Passages carol_kerwin@
rogers.com 613-834-3461
Beauty and Health

NATURAL BEAUTY & HEALTH CLINIC.
The best personalized European aroma and spastile Natural Face Lift programs. Healing restores
skin’s innate wisdom and power of SELFREGENERATION. Our organic skin product
without skin damaging dehydrating glycerin or
other unwanted chemicals. All esthetics services
with holistic approach. massage, lymph drainage,
Reiki, Ear Candling. Ins. coverage (613) 526-1255
Dina.

CENTRE FOR PERMANENT MAKEUP
Permanent makeup services & training
permanentmakeup.ottawa@gmail.com 613-4475871 www.absolutelyfabulousfaces.com
ORGANIC GOODS DELIVERED: Over 1,400
green health + beauty items available at www.
ECOOTTAWA.com. Convenient + reliable ecodelivery service in Ottawa. FREE local delivery on
orders over $35.
Bookkeeping
Horst Business Services - For Peace of Mind
and the Freedom to Do What You Enjoy Most
and Do Best. Simply Accounting – QuickBooks
– AgExpert Osiah Horst obhorst@mwpol.ca 613281-1525

Bowen Therapy
Bette Madigan Westboro, 613-722-4249 www.
BowenTherapyOttawa.ca
GENTLE TOUCH,
POWERFUL HEALING Recover from Back Pain
- Fybomyalgia Sporting Injuries - Knee Pain and
more. Special Introductory Offer - “Two people for
the price of one for 2 sessions”.
Career Consultants
JOBJOY INC. Visit www.JobJoy.com for list of
FREE monthly seminars. George Dutch. Certified
Job & Career Transition Coach. Author of Job Joy!
& Job Joy for Young Adults. Find the career that
matches you. Job search coaching. Best Resumes
in Ottawa. Insurance coverage. Downtown Ottawa
& Kanata locations. Tel: 613-563-0584, or email
george@JobJoy.com
Community

Bi-Weekly Men’s Group open to new members.
A fine place for self-directed personal exploration,
support and connection. Call Bruce at 613-3251550.

PARENT FINDERS. Reuniting families separated
by adoption. 613-730-8305

ADULT CHILDREN ANONYMOUS, a 12 step
group for adult children of alcoholic and other
dysfunctional families. For information http://
acainnerpeace.ncf.ca
Counselling
Debra-Lynn Menard, M.Ed., C.C.C. Counsellor/
Psychotherapist. Optimum Health Coaching &
Counselling. “CHOICES” Caring dlmenard@
rogers.com 613-737-4555
Pamela Holm Karmic & Past life Healing. Energy
Music Therapy. Working with your spiritual Healers
613-264-8671 pamela_holm@yahoo.com

Do you want to be Naturally classified? Contact info@OttawaNatural.com or call 613-277-5080.
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Courses
SPIRITUAL COURSES: Spirit Guides and
Angel Guardians, Psychic Awakening, and Native
Spirituality. These courses will be listed in the
Learning for Life publication, Ottawa Carleton
District School Board. For more information,
please call Carol Throop at 613-823-6103 or
thepath2304@yahoo.ca www.empoweringspirit.ca
CranioSacral Therapy

JOHN CARKNER, Advanced CST Practitioner
and Intuitive Healer, Upledger Teaching Assistant,
and Health & Wellness Educator. Any questions
or concerns? Call for a clear understanding of how
CST can make a difference. Receive an introductory
session for only $40! 613-596-2210 or jcarkner@
sympatico.ca
Daycare
ORGANIC DAYCARE at the Glebe Reggio
Centre. Embrace the harmony! 613-236-3000
Detox

Renate Graf: Safe, comfortable, clean procedure.
Very effective detox procedure. Call 613 276-1220
Divorce Mediation/Divorce Recovery

The Separation & Divorce Resource Center
Diane Valiquette. Divorce Coach/Relationship
Expert. Navigate the legal system/ mediation/
divorce recovery and/or relationship recovery.
diane@thesdrc.com 613-837-9025
Ear Candling
EAR CANDLING - HYGIENIC. Fire-resistant
head cover. Riverside Health Centre. Dina (613)
526-1255.
Emotional Freedom Technique

Debra Albert, EFT-CC, EFT-ADV. Emotional
Freedom Technique Practitioner & Personal
Performance Coach. debra@debra-albert.ca www.
debra-albert.ca 613-859-3138
Combining the power of EFT and Donna Eden
Energy Medicine to release blocks and empower
you to step into your magnificence. Catherine
McLenaghan, Private sessions and ongoing classes.
www.energywellspring.com Call 613-730-0411
EMF Balancing

EMF Balancers, Home, Work, Auto Steve Priebe
(613) 842-4758 spriebe@sympatico.ca www.
emffreezone.ca
Energy Healing
LINDA STEELE ˆ Highly effective energy
medicine for healing emotional, physical &
spiritual pain at the root level. In person or distance,
people & pets. lsteele1122@rogers.com www.
lindaenergyhealer.com 613-868-8468 Insurance
receipts.

Feng Shui Workshops
Practitioner/Facilitator
Linda
Therrien
from Life Health Healing Centre provides two
workshops.
Introduction to Feng Shui with
compass and Advanced Feng Shui with crystals.
Both include certificates. Let Feng Shui in your
home and in your life help you achieve Harmony,
Abundance, Happiness and more. Workshops are
held on the third Saturday or Sunday of each month
from 1 pm to 5 pm. Pre-registration required.
Linda is the founder and teacher of Dimensional
Meditation with crystals. Call: 613-824-4548 or
visit www.lifehealthhealing.com.
Fresh Organic Produce

*Connaught Acres* www.connaughtacres.ca
Organic Meats/Eggs/Local Seasonal Produce For
more information call 613-448-3540 or email
debbie@connaughtacres.ca

Health and Beauty Care
100% natural skin care Free of parabens,
fragrances, preservatives and colorants. You can
trust in the active and therapeutic ingredients of
Moor mud, nourishing oils , herbal extracts, and
essential oils, all blended in a Canadian facility to
create a range of exquisite products for you. visit
us on line at www.facialangleorganicskincare.com
Holistic Cooking

HOLISTIC COOKING ACADEMY OF
CANADA INC. We train holistic nutritional chefs
as well as enlightened home chefs. See www.
holistic-cooking.com to view advisory board and
class agendas for employment opportunities. See
Lori Nichols Davies, Dean, NHC, and nutrition
consultant. 613-369-5013
Hypnotherapy

Use powerful and proven techniques to help you
create a happier and healthier life. Offering over
10 years experience in Counselling, Hypnotherapy
and NLP. Karinna Najera 613-830-3468 www.
focusingonchange.com

HELP
FOR
ORDINARY
EVERYDAY
PROBLEMS WITH HYPNOSIS Sandra Marian
B.A. T.E.S.O.L. N.L.P. Reiki I.E.T. C.C.P. C.C.H.
C.M.P. n.d. Lay School Theology & Pastoral
Care certified. National Guild Hypnotists & New
England Institute of Hypnotherapy certified. credit
cards accepted Naturopathic (extended) health
insurance receipts 2211 Riverside Drive-Suite 402
(613)-866-8471
Hypnosis

Rid yourself of old habits and addictions. SLEEP
despite your partner’s snoring thanks to hypnosis.
Weight loss, Drug, Smoking, Sex, Food & Gambling
addictions. Age regression to correct decades old
influences. Medical hypnosis by Judy Spence (CH),

National Guild of Hypnotists certified. Ottawa 613728-2579 OR Gatineau: 819-661-1061. 1st session:
$100. Subsequent $80. Insurance receipts. www.
naetottawa.com

Martine Brisson, hypnosis and alternative
therapies. REDISCOVER THE JOY OF LIFE with
the help of hypnosis, EFT, NLP, Eye movement
Integration therapy, Psych-K, Reiki and IET. I get
to the source of the problem to eliminate it. Only
certified 5 Path (5 phase advance transformational
hypnosis) in the region. Teacher of 7 Path selfhypnosis. Stress reduction, remove fears, anxiety,
self-esteem, traumas and more.
Insurance
receipt available. Gatineau. 819-918-6670 www.
martinebrisson.com
Indian Head Massage

2-day course offered through the Canadian Centre
of Indian Head Massage with Debbie Boehlen. Full
certification available. 905.714.0298 www.
indianheadmassagecanada.com
Individual Practitioners

Carol A Throop teacher and healer please call 613
823-6103 www.empoweringspirit.ca
Miranda Dayvis: Rolfing, Reflexology, Coach,
Natural Health Practitioner 613-835-9188
Jackie O’Grady: Internationally renowned Reiki
Master/Teacher, Spiritual Counselor, Hot Stone
Energy Therapy, Indian Head Massage, PSYCH-K
Facilitator, Munay-Ki Facilitator, Light Language
Grids, IONIC Detox Foot Spa www.jackie-ogrady.
com Jackie@jackie-ogrady.com 613-796-6371
Inner Peace

A one hour, private consultation by appointment
shows you the order of your gifts of communication,
and how to be more in control of your environment.
You learn how many angels you have, and how to
have a two way communication with them. Find
answers for yourself so you will feel peace of mind.
$ 72.00. Call 613-238-7844 rbunbury@magma.ca
Journey

Marie Bonselaar: Be guided on a journey deep
within yourself to find peace and make profound
and lasting change. Journey Practitioner www.
your-inner-wisdom.com 613-736-9229
Phyllis Wedding: Come fly with me and discover
the freedom already living in your Soul. 819-4673800 First process for donation only.
Joy & Happiness
21 DAYS to Happiness Workbooks & NIKKEN
Pi-Mag Water-Air-Sleep, Sylvia@613-721-0039
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Laughter

Laugh with Sophie, Laughter Yoga Teacher and
Leader Bring more health, joy and harmony in
your life through laughter Workshops-conferencesretreats-training-laughter club-individual coaching
(613) 842-9771 www.sunflowerinstitute.ca
Life Between Lives

This is the space between your current life and
the one before. The times between death and reentering the womb for another life. But what goes
on in that time-space? What happens to the soul?
This is journey to the other side to better understand
the reason for which we came on earth. The process
is profound, the session itself last up to three hours.
Martine Brisson, hypnosis and alternative therapies
Gatineau, 819-918-6670 www.martinebrisson.com
Life Coach

Bryce Healey:  Member International Coach
Federation (ICF) Coaching Certification, CCF
Master NLP Practitioner Certification 613-8688848 bryce@brycehealey.com www.brycehealey.
com
Rebecca Darling BCH Certified Martha Beck Life
Coach and Board Certified Hypnotist One-on-one
consultations, corporate presentations – Energize
your Stress! www.darlingassociates.ca 613 3842229
Lymphatic Drainage

LYMPH DRAINAGE, MASSAGE. Detoxify
body. Reduce cellulite, edema. Effective for
fibromyalgia. Riverside Health Centre. Dina (613)
526-1255.
Vodder Method. Effective treatment for acute &
chronic conditions. Judy Spence, DNM, RN. 613728-2579 www.naetottawa.com
Richard Stannard RMT Massage, Structural
Integration A.R.T. 613-731-5775
Massage

BODY MASSAGE & Manual Lymph Drainage.
Reiki. Insurance coverage available. Riverside
Health Centre. Dina (613) 526-1255. Also in Valdes-Monts, Québec.
LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE for CHRONIC
ILLNESS Effective treatment of many chronic
conditions. Judy Spence, DNM RN. 613-728-2579
www.naetottawa.com
Yoga meets massage for double the relaxation.
Treat yourself to this ancient healing art, it is simply
beautiful. Two locations: Gatineau and Ottawa. sunbeamtouch.ca, 613-858-THAI (8424), Charles
Massage Therapy (Registered)

JENNIFER PRESLEY, RMT. Treatment &
relaxation, deep tissue, Craniosacral, Reiki.
Injuries, pregnancy, migraine, TMJ. Vibrant
Health, 20 James St., Top Fl. 613-237-4400. www.
vibranthealthmassage.ca

Blackburn Hamlet Massage Therapy Our
specialities include; Back and Neck Pain, Stress
Relief, Head Aches, Repetitive Strain Injuries, TMJ
etc. 2559 Innes Rd, 613-841-2382
Richard Stannard RMT Massage, Structural
Integration A.R.T. 613-731-5775
Lori MacKay RMT, CAMA – Feeling stress, pain,
or just need to relax? Therapeutic massage can help.
Providing treatment for acute and chronic conditions
and injuries. Experienced in motor vehicle accident
claims. Also trained in Acupuncture and Thai Yoga
Massage. Receipts issued. Convenient downtown
location: For App. Please Call 613-241-3434. For
More Info Contact Lori @ lorirmt@gmail.com or
www.lorirmt.ca
Meditation
FREE MEDITATION CLASSES offered as a
community service by the Sri Chinmoy Centre
of Ottawa. Learn simple, powerful meditation
techniques to help you in everyday life. Call
613-791-5793 for dates and locations of ongoing
classes. Visit www.srichinmoy.org to view the
spiritual teachings and writings of Sri Chinmoy.

Transcendental Meditation (TM)—A completely
effortless meditation technique from the ancient
Vedic tradition of knowledge. TM is taught by
highly trained instructors in a standardized 7-step
course, plus ongoing follow up. Transcendental
Meditation allows your mind to settle inward
beyond thought to the most silent and peaceful level
of consciousness, your innermost self. It is deeply
restful and is backed by hundreds of published
studies. See www.doctorsontm.com or www.tm.org
Ottawa center: 613-565-2030; email: Ottawa@
maharishi.ca
N.A.E.T.

ALLERGY & CHRONIC CONDITIONS.
10th year serving Ottawa. Judy Spence’s Medical
background assures your program is tailored to
your health needs. NAET is excellent for treatment
of allergy & infection as well as Autism, CFS, FM,
MCS, ADD & other chronic conditions including
pain. Doctorate of Natural Medicine, RN, Ac.
Advanced Level 2 NAET, Advanced 2 BioSet,
Laser Acupuncture Detox & Lymphatic Drainage.
Western medicine meets eastern medicine to
correct persistent and acute health issues. Stateof-the-art computerized testing. The NAET Clinic
of Ottawa, a full service, full time practice. Also
offers Detoxification, Hypnosis, Homeotoxicology,
Auricular Medicine & Ion detox foot baths. 613728-2579 www.naetottawa.com On parle francais.
Debra Lowe Canada’s most highly trained
Advanced-2 NAET practitioner. (613) 526-9531.
www.allergyandpain.com
Currently certified
NAET practitioners can be found at www.naet.com

Organic
FREE LOCAL ECO-HOME DELIVERY on
orders over $35! Sustainable small business w.
best service, quality selection + low prices for
natural, organic, local and fair trade goods. www.
ECOOTTAWA.com - proudly serving Ottawa
since 2006.
Psychic Readings

LINDA THERRIEN World Know Medium
Clairvoyant. Using Crystals, Chinese Astrology
and Channeling, Cards, my Readings consist of
guidance in your work, health, love and Spiritual
Healing. I am accurate, dependable and gifted. I am
Founder of Dimensional Meditation with crystals,
Past Life Regression Channeling Facilitator and a
Reiki Master Teacher Practitioner 613-824-4548
www.lifehealthhealing.com
Quit Smoking

STOP SMOKING with Omega Laser Therapy
Break the habit for a healthy future 613-680-4931
Reflexology

RAC certified Reflexology’s Donald McHugh
gives a treatment that is a natural healing art based
on the principal that there are reflexes in the feet,
hand, and ears, which correspond to every part,
organ, and gland in the body. Through application
of pressure on these reflexes, reflexology relieves
tension and improves circulation. Located at
the James Street Wellness Centre. kdmchugh@
persona.ca 613-652-9064
Reiki

LIFE HEALTH HEALING CENTER Linda
Therrien, Usui-Tibetan Reiki Master/ Teacher.
Weekly classes and treatment sessions. Founder
of Dimensional Meditation with crystals, weekly
private classes. Call: 613-824-4548 www.
lifehealthhealing.com
DINA. Usui Reiki Master. Harmonize body,
mind and emotional system. Bring peace of mind.
Sessions and training for all levels. Riverside
Health Centre. 613-526-1255.
Susan Jennings, Usui Reiki Master, teacher
and practitioner. Calm, gentle, healing Reiki
appointments call 613 596 2708. Reiki class
schedule www.reiki-life-energy.com
Restaurants

GOVINDA’S ALL YOU CAN EAT Vegetarian/
Vegan Buffet. 212 Somerset East Regular $7.00
Students & Seniors $5.00
PEACE GARDEN: International Vegetarian
Power Juice Bar Gourmet Coffee & Tea House.
Vegetarian never tasted so good. 47 Clarence Street
613-562-2434
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Retreats
NEW LIFE RETREAT Lanark Highlands,
Ottawa-1 hour. Group rentals, workshops, personal
retreats, 100 acres, xc ski trails, snowshoeing, hot
tub, solarium, wood stoves. Vegetarian cuisine, raw
/ cooked. www.newliferetreat.com 613-259-3337

The Ranch Retreat Private personalized retreats
for individuals and small groups (max 6 persons).
65 beautiful environmentally friendly acres.
Meadows, forest, trails, water frontage. Holistic
health care services including Medical Intuitive.
Westport / Perth area. www.TheRanchRetreat.ca
613-273-7507.
ECONICHE HOUSE In the heart of the Gatineau
Hills. 20 Minutes from Ottawa. Up to 80 people.
Hot tubs, outdoor pools, fireplaces, and incredible
homemade food. A place for all seasons. 819-8270086
Rolfing
Hyatt Saikin 22 years experience. Insurance
Coverage 613-277-5080
Miranda Dayvis, Advanced Practitioner. 613-8359188

Julia Berg, Certified Rolfer and Rolf Movement
Practitioner. 1142 Wellington St West. www.
renuspa.ca (w) 613-722-2929 (c) 613-894-3663
Schools

NATIONAL HEALTH INSTITUTES self
study programs are primarily focused in areas of
complementary health, fitness and self help. www.
naturalhealthinstitutes.com 1-877-846-6722
Shamanism
LINDA STEELE ˆ Shamanic Native Healing.
Trained in the 8th Fire School of Algonquin
Shamanism. Sessions highly effective for healing
emotional, physical and spiritual distress due to
abuse, divorce, grief, childhood issues and psychic
attacks. Crystal Healing and Shamanic Workshops.
Sessions available in person or distance, serving
people & pets. www.lindaenergyhealer.com 613868-8468 Insurance receipts.
Spiritual Courses

Spirit Guides and Angel Guardians, Psychic
Awakening, and Native Spirituality. Please call
Carol Throop 613-823-6103

Spiritual Centres
HARE KRISHNA TEMPLE 212 Somerset
East 613-565-6544
Spiritualist Church

SPIRITUALISTS’ CHURCH OF OTTAWA
Sunday 2:30-4:30 Services held at: Yellow
Room, Unitarian House - 20 Cleary Avenue
(North off of Richmond Road, first street east
of Woodroof) Contact Reverend Rosemary
Nowakowska 613-761-7914
Thai Massage
Lori MacKay RMT, CAMA - Looking for a
way to reduce stress and relax? Thai massage
stretches the whole body and helps remove
deeply held tension in the muscles. Convenient
downtown location: For App. Please Call 613241-3434. For More Info Contact Lori @
lorirmt@gmail.com or www.lorirmt.ca
Weddings

CO-CREATE THE GOWN OF YOUR
DREAMS! Wedding, hand fasting, ritual attire
for all. Tracey@tav-creations.com 613-241-3397

Trying to determine what is going on in the world by reading newspapers is
like trying to tell the time by watching the second hand of a clock.
- Ben Hecht

Do you want to be Naturally classified? Contact info@OttawaNatural.com or call 613-277-5080.
Ottawa Natural
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Natural Events
Autumn Energy Challenge with Elizabeth Whissell
Begins Sept. 1st - Mondays & Wednesday 6:30 AM
Join Elizabeth to keep up the summer energy in the
Hot Room! Start your day with energy enhancing
pranayam (breath) and asana (postures). It’s early,
it’s hot and if you attend 15 out of the 30 classes
between September 1st and December 20th your
name is entered into a draw for a 10 class package
and a new yoga mat! Cost: Drop in fee or use
your class card
Ecstatic Dance - A Journey of the Heart with
Naomi Poole
Friday, September 3rd, 7:00 PM
Beginning in circle, participants share, and then
find their spot and begin to move to the rhythms of
music. Cost: $15.00 per person.
6 Week Introduction to Meditation with Lynne
Cardinal
Mondays, Sept 13th to Oct 18th, 4:30 PM
This introduction to meditation class will teach
you basic meditation, visualization and relaxation
techniques.
Cost: $90.00 per person. Preregistration required.
8 Week Meditation Course with Lynne and Jurgen
Tuesdays, Sept 14th to November 2nd, 7:30 PM
Suitable to both beginners and experienced
meditators.
This course is a multi-faceted
approach to spirituality and personal development
offered in a group setting. Learn more about
meditation, including various meditation and
breathing exercises as well as tools to deepen your
meditation and develop regularity in your practice.
Cost: $120 per person. Pre-registration required.
FREE Intro Class September 7th.
Acro Yoga with Emily Baxter
Intro Class – Saturday, Sept. 11th, 1:00 PM
Flying and Transitions – Saturday, Sept. 18th, 1:00
PM
Lose your ego and let your inner child play! Come
experience a unique blend of yoga and acrobatics.
Cost: $40.00 per person per session.
Music Celebration with Lea Longo
Saturday, September 18th, 7:00 PM
In celebration of their new CD, Peace Chants,
Lea and Rad will embark you on a meditative
path with Lea’s captivating vocals accompanied
by Rad’s infectious guitar effects. Performing
and sharing devotional Sanskrit and Gurmukhi
mantras, Lea’s voice has been described as
“spiritually rewarding, soothing and mystifying”.

Cost: $20.00 per person in advance. $25.00 per
person day of.
Fall Equinox and Full Moon Celebration with
Devinder Kaur
Thursday, September 23, 5:45 PM
The Fall Equinox is September 23 and pertains
to finding balance in life and expressing gratitude
for what we have received. Join us on this
special day to experience the vibrational healing
of 4 Symphonic Gongs. We will begin with a
mindfulness meditation holding a group intention
for peace and gratitude. Cost: Class Card or Drop
In fee.
PranaShanti Fall Cleanse - September 25th to 29th
Cleanses are one of the basic foundations of
natural healing. Our program is based on Yogic
and Ayurvedic traditions as well as modern
nutritional studies. Our program cleanses the
intestines, the liver, the bowels, the blood and
the lymphatic system. While doing the program,
you will be eating a wholesome diet focused on
nutrient rich foods, drinking lots of pure water and
doing Yoga and Meditation. Our program is gentle
and effective. FREE Info Session Wednesday,
Sept. 22nd at 7:30 PM. Costs: 3 Day Cleanse for
$299 per person or 5 Day Cleanse for $399 per
person; Optional Colonics: One treatment $95,
two treatments $185.
Yoga for Sleep with Richard Hudspith
Saturday, September 25th, 1:00 PM
Do you have trouble sleeping well at night? Do
you toss and turn? Do you feel stiff and sore and
never get a chance to relax? Let Richard guide
you through this experiential workshop. Cost:
$35.00 per person
PranaShanti Movie Night
Saturday, September 25th, 6:00 PM
“For the Next 7 Generations: 13 Indigenous
Grandmothers”
This Multi Award Winning Film inspires, uplifts
and gives hope. Directed by Carole & Bruce
Hart and narrated by Ashley Judd. It documents
the momentous journey of 13 indigenous
Grandmothers as they travel around the globe—to
Mexico, the Brazilian Amazon, the Vatican, and
for an audience with the Dalai Lama in India—to
promote world peace and share their indigenous
ways of healing. By Donation: $10 per person
suggested to the International Council of 13
Grandmothers and local projects.

Learn Sanskrit with Lynne Cardinal
Sunday, October 3rd 1:00 PM
Sanskrit is the sacred language of yoga and it’s
EASY to learn!
Sanskrit is the language of the ancient scriptures
of India, including its spiritual and philosophical
literature. It is also the language of mantras,
sound vibrations that are integral to a successful
meditation practice. Discover the joy of the
Sanskrit language and get inspired by its brilliant
and practical philosophical system. Cost: $110.00
per person.
Full and New Moon Meditations
Join Alison/Devinder Kaur for these special classes
that call upon the powerful energy of the full and
new moons. Balance your mind, calm your spirit,
and uplift your soul! Cost: Class Card or Drop
in Fee.
�
Thursday, September 9th, 5:45 PM – Double
Gong for the New Moon
�
Thursday, September 23rd, 5:45 PM - Quad
Gong for Full Moon & Fall Equinox
Early Morning and Evening Sadhanas
Group Kundalini Yoga & Meditation Practice – By
Donation
“Sadhana means daily spiritual practice. Sadhana
is a self-discipline that allows one to express the
Infinite within one’s self. Sadhana is a discipline of
the mind and body to serve the soul. Sadhana keeps
the mind clear to accurately guide our actions.” The
Aquarian Teacher.
�
Evening - Sunday, September 2nd, 4:00 PM to
6:00 PM with pot luck after.
�
Morning - Friday, September 24th, 5:00 AM to
7:00 AM tea and cookies after.
Monthly Healing Meditations
Last Saturday of each month, 9:00 AM to 10:30
AM
Every month join our Saturday morning Kundalini
Yoga class, which includes practicing a Healing
Meditation for yourself or those in need. Cost:
Class Card or Drop in Fee.
Aquarian Teacher - Kundalini Yoga Teacher
Training – Level 1
Begins September 17th, 2010, 220+ Hour Program
This Program leads to certification as a KRI Level
1 Yoga Teacher and is internationally recognized
and YA RYT-200 approved. 10 weekends. Our
Teaching Team brings a wealth of experience and
expertise. All of our Teachers are KRI certified
Teacher Trainers. Early Bird Rate, Payment Plans
and Student/Senior discounts available.

If you have an upcoming Natural Event, contact info@OttawaNatural.com or call 613-277-5080.
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In the Calendar:

KRI Kundalini Yoga Level 2 –
Conscious Communications
Two 3 Day Sessions:
�
Friday, October 29th to Sunday,
October 31st and
�
Friday, November 19th to Sunday,
November 21st, 2010
Join Dr. Mahan Rishi Singh and Nirbhe
Kaur for this fall for a dynamic course
that will challenge, uplift and transform
you. The ability to apply conscious
communication is a vital part of being
a great teacher, a mature trainer and an
excellent human being. This course is
open to KRI Level 1 certified Teachers.
Hatha Yoga Teacher Training – 210+
Hour Program
Begins July 2011 to November 2011
Dive into the teachings physically,
mentally and spiritually with our 210+
hour program (YA RYT-200 approved)
that includes 1 week of intensive training
at a private water front retreat property
less than 1 hr from Ottawa, followed by
7 weekends of training at PranaShanti.
Early Bird Rate, Work Exchange,
Scholarship & Payment Plans available.

Quantum-Touch
therapy
Introduction and
Demonstration
Friday, September
10th, 2010
7:00 to 9:00 p.m.

Come to hear what this
new work is all about and
experience the feeling of
energy, share stories, ask
questions, feel relaxation and
energy ﬂow through your being

Quantum-Touch
therapy
Certiﬁcate Training weekend

Miracles are
not contrary
to Nature
only contrary
to what we
know about
Nature.
- St. Augustine

Ottawa Natural

Saturday and Sunday,
September 11th
& September 12th, 2010
9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
James Street
Wellness Centre,
20 James Street, Ottawa

In a few short hours you will
learn how to run energy using
meditation and special breathing
techniques that will create healing
for yourself, your friends, family,
plants and animals. You will be
learning from an experienced
energy healer who began
her training at the Findhorn
Foundation in 1988.
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With The Birth of a Baby,
There is also the Birth of a Mother
By
Johanna Lynn
When I share my birth story, I often catch
myself saying, “I couldn’t have done it without her” referring to my fantastic doula. Of
course, women are more than capable of
birthing on their own. Yet, focused support
in the intense moments of birth truly makes
all the difference. Ask any women who’s
had a doula at her side.
Doula is Greek word that means, “mothering the mother.” Essentially, a doula is a
labour support person who gives support
emotionally and physically during all stages
of labour. A doula offers support throughout
the pregnancy, with prenatal visits to answer
questions, understand birth preferences,
provide resources and postpartum support
once the baby arrives.
Most women who hire a doula for their delivery are very impressed and pleased with

their experience. Doulas have such
a great track record, that there are in
fact studies which prove birthing with
a doula can be safer than birthing on
your own.
Doula Support Statistics:
• 30% less use of narcotics
• 30% decrease in use of forceps
• 40% decrease in use of pitocin
• 50% decrease in cesarean birth
• 60% decrease in use of epidurals
• Simply put ~ doulas make birth
better
Hiring a doula also takes some of the
stress off the father or partner being
the only support person for the entire
labour. Parents get to experience the
birth in their own, unique way. It is

important to note, of course, that doulas do not replace the support partners
can offer. Doulas are there to offer the
mother support and enhance a great
birth experience, for both mom and
dad. They witness the birth of a baby,
the birth of a mother, and the birth of a
family, which is truly rewarding.
Johanna Lynn ~Certified Aromatherapist, Doula & Hypnotherapist has 13
years experience in the field of holistic
health. She is a retired massage therapist who now focuses on the practice
of hypnotherapy and providing doula
services. Visit: www.empowerbirth.ca
or contact: empowerbirth@gmail.com
Wakefield (819) 457-1838 or Ottawa
(613) 282-6001.
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“Gordon, you Stupid...”
Training for Proactive Health

By
Gordon Keir

In November 2008 I travelled
to a small village north of Beijing called
the Ming’s Tomb Gate Village. We arrived
at dusk and the following morning after
breakfast we began Emei Qigong teacher
training. On that first day of training,
during a break, the teacher and lineage
holder of the eight hundred year old
body of knowledge called Emei Qigong,
Grandmaster Fu, looked at me and stated,
“Gordon you stupid!”
This statement coming from my
teacher for whom I held great respect
left me instantly questioning my own
intelligence. In seconds, I felt anger,
embarrassment, and self doubt.
“What’s he talking about? Am I
stupid? Maybe I’m not even worthy to be
a teacher,” flashed through my mind.
Glancing across the table at Ivy, my
fellow student, I noticed a slight smile at
the corners of her mouth and wondered,
“What’s going on?”
The Grandmaster explained,
“You angry right? You Westerners too
sensitive, too much emotion, cause you
many problems.”
When we are too emotional, the
negative energy from the emotion is
stored in the micro particles within
the cells of our body. Each micro
particle within these microscopic cells,
sometimes called the “heart”, stores
an entire universe of information. You
can imagine the infinite amount of
information that can be stored in our
entire body.
The emotional desensitization
idea builds on teachings from an earlier
Emei Qigong course. The Emei Qigong
“Yi Jing and Heart Energy Healing
Method” teaches the correlation between
traumatic events and various illnesses.
For example, if in early childhood your
brothers and sisters constantly called you
Ottawa Natural

“stupid” and you had never released the
energy through forgiveness, it could later
manifest as arthritic pain in the hands and
feet. The hands and feet correlate to your
siblings.
Each physical ailment is sourced
in emotion. Another example is when a
person encounters extreme fear in their
life. This can cause kidney problems
unless this diseased qi (energy) is
released.
Thousands of these correlations
have been documented over the Emei
Qigong eight hundred year history. Each
of the first eleven lineage holders were
enlightened Buddhist monks. Starting
at the twelfth
lineage holder,
the lineage was
shared by a monk
and non-monk.
Grandmaster Fu,
a non-monk, is
the
thirteenth
lineage holder,
so is able to
travel the world
teaching
this
amazing
body
of
knowledge,
while
the
monk
remains
in
meditation
in the temple
preserving
the purity of
the
teachings.
The
extreme
intelligence and
comprehensive
integration of this
previously secret
“university
of
energy science”
always astounds

me.

Interspersed with the teacher
training in the Ming’s Tomb Gate
Village, the Grandmaster would poke
and prod me, bringing forth emotional
responses in order to point out my
unbalanced energetic state. When we
are more balanced, comments like
“Gordon you stupid!” pass through
our consciousness without bringing
forth extreme emotional response. The
intermittent testing by Grandmaster
Fu slowly but effectively created a
“thick skin” with the benefit of having
less negative emotions stored in the
body. You can rest assured that the
continued on Pg. 34
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Naturally Delicious Recipes

Summer Salad with Salmon
Set out the number of dinner plates you need and then
build each salad while chopping everything up.
Salad:
Arugula, Dandelion greens, Fresh basil,
Carrot, Yellow bell pepper, Yellow onion,
Cucumber, Vine-ripe tomato
Dressing:
Olive oil, Pepper, Lime, Balsamic vinegar
Salmon:
Wild-caught salmon, Salt, Pepper, Butter
Wash and dry the arugula and dandelion greens and grab
a handful of each to put on the plate(s). Chop up fresh
basil and sprinkle on top of each salad. Then add carrot,
bell pepper, onion, cucumber, and tomato (however
much you like).
In a bowl, pour in olive oil (a few tablespoons per salad).
Then add pepper, fresh-squeezed lime juice, and a dash
of balsamic vinegar to taste. Mix with a fork or wire
whisk.
Wash the salmon and place skin side down on a baking
sheet. Season with salt, pepper and tiny shavings of
butter. It helps flavour the salmon and keep it moist.
Cover with foil and cook at 350 degrees for about
20 minutes. Cooking times will vary with size and
thickness of salmon. Just watch for the dark pink to turn
to light pink. Take off the foil for the last few minutes
of cooking.
Using a fork, lift the baked salmon off the skin, and add
it to the top of your salad(s). Drizzle dressing on top and
enjoy!
Source: www.laurelonhealthfood.com/
Did you know:
The mercury levels in salmon are often
so low as to be undetectable.
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Naturally Delicious Recipes

Fruit Salad with Papaya-Seed Sauce
There’s nothing like summer to remind us of the
glorious abundance of nature. This recipe serves 4.
Ingredients
3 nectarines or peaches, sliced
6 apricots, sliced
3 plums, sliced
1 cup blueberries
1 cup raspberries
4 sprigs of mint for garnish
Papaya Poppy-Seed Sauce
3 small ripe papayas, peeled, pitted, and coarsely
chopped
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
2 teaspoons poppy seeds
Directions
1. Wash and cut the fruit, and combine in a large
bowl.
2. To prepare the sauce, blend together the papayas,
vanilla extract, and poppy seeds. Puree until
smooth, adding water to achieve a thinner
consistency if desired.
3. Divide the fruit salad into individual servings and
drizzle with the papaya poppy-seed sauce. Garnish
with sprigs of fresh mint before serving.

Did you know:
The nutritional highlight of
papaya is a proteolytic
enzyme called papain
which is an excellent
aid to digestion.

Ottawa Natural
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What Are You?
By
Mary Anne Buchowski
The question, “What am 1?” is one that
people have asked since time began. Am I
just this body? Am I body and mind? Am I a
spiritual being in physical form or a physical
being with a spiritual side? Am I two selves,
one a “lower” self and the other a “higher” self?
You may be familiar with the tale that ends with
the question, “Was the philosopher dreaming
that he was a butterfly, or was the butterfly
dreaming that he was a man?” In his book Who
Dies? Stephen Levine says, “If you made a list
of… everything you think of as you,… that
list would be the distance between you and the
living truth.”
A Course in Miracles has a definite idea of
“the living truth” of what we are. In Lesson 97,
for instance, it sums it up in a few pithy words:
“I am spirit.” The lesson goes on to elaborate
that this “idea identifies you with your one
Self.... It simply states the truth.” Even though
we may think we are split between a body and
a mind or a spiritual self and a physical self,
in truth there is no split self, no real conflict
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between a “lower” and a “higher” self, no
butterfly and no philosopher. There is only
one true and real Self, and that is spirit.
The course clarifies this further: “I am not a
body. I am free. For I am still as God created
me.” It considers this idea so important
that it repeats it dozens of times and asks
us to cherish it and make it a part of every
spiritual practice we do. This is a message
we really need to get!
Is this how you see yourself? Some of
the time? All the time? It’s not usually how I
see myself, although, with the very concrete
and practical help of A Course in Miracles, I
am learning to accept it more and more. The
idea that I am not a body, but spirit, and that
I remain as God created me, brings me back
to the truth when I get caught up in myself.
It sustains me whenever I’m tempted to see
myself as afraid, unlovable and unloving,
judgemental, depressed, powerless, afraid,
or a myriad of other attributes and feelings
with which I identify––all of which say that
I am a body!
In
its
impeccable
logic,
the course teaches
that since God is
eternal,
infinite,
and
changeless
Spirit, God can only
create what is also
eternal, infinite, and
changeless
spirit;
therefore, that’s what
we are as well. The
course is unwavering
in its judgement
of us as “forever
innocent,
forever
loving and forever
loved, as limitless
as your Creator,
and
completely
changeless
and
forever pure.” It
actually says that
this is God’s Final
Judgment of us––very
different from the
traditional Christian
concept of the Last
Judgment!
Lesson
190 reinforces this

idea with this comment: “Your Self is radiant
in [God’s] holy joy, unchanged, unchanging
and unchangeable, forever and forever.”
The God of the Course is Love, and only
Love; so, what we are––each and every one
of us––is also love. That’s our true nature,
despite all appearances to the contrary!
When we extend love by offering miracles
of loving kindness, we experience love, as
well as the peace and joy that come from
love. We’re in touch with our true nature and
we see that in others. Then we find it easy
to forgive, to overlook appearances––to look
beyond what the body is doing or saying to
the truth of what we are and in which we are
all united.
When we’re not extending love, we
experience pain in all its different forms. We
feel angry and often act out of that anger, and
then we feel guilty. Somewhere deep within us
is the memory of what we really are, and when
we’re not expressing that, we suffer.
According to the course, every decision
and every choice we make is either to express
our true Self or go against it. It says that the
only real purpose of the body is to extend the
love that we are and bring the light of that
love to the world. Extending love is the way
to go beyond seeing ourselves as a body to
letting our true Self “come into its own.”
A main goal of A Course in Miracles is
to help us undo the belief that we are a body
so that we can recognize, accept, and express
our true Self. It offers us, not only powerful
transformative teachings about “the living
truth” of what we are, but also immensely
practical ways to live out of this truth. “This
course was sent to open up the path of light
to us, and teach us, step by step how to return
to the eternal Self we thought we lost.”
Mary Anne Buchowski teaches A Course
in Miracles through Course Oasis, a
registered charitable organization. For
more information, contact Mary Anne at:
613-726-0195;
courseoasis@primus.ca;
Website: www.courseoasis.org. See also
the accompanying ad about the September
introductory course.
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George’s JobJoy Journal:
Doing What Comes Naturally

By
George Dutch

When she showed up at my office for her
first appointment, Janie Gilmour knew
what she didn’t want to do: she didn’t
want to be a secretary for the rest of her
life. However, she had no idea what she
did want to do.
She stated that after finishing
school, she looked at what was available
at the time. “I just went out there and got
a job. I worked for an insurance company
and ended up in district office accounting. That totally is not me.” Changing
careers for Janie was also “totally not
her” - but for a different reason. She was
from the old school where you really
didn’t think about other fields. Jobs were
a means to earn a living and certainly not
about passion.

When I asked her to tell me
about her jobs and what had excited her
in the past, in and outside of work, something jumped out at me.
She had completed an office
administration (medical) diploma, which
included medical terminology classes.
While working as a medical secretary,
she found that one part of her job - transcribing her boss’s dictation for medicolegal reports - was a lot more fun than
all the rest. She didn’t merely transcribe
the report word-for-word as he dictated it
but, always keeping the reader in mind,
rearranged wording to make sentences
flow better.
Janie loved the mechanics of grammar, syntax, and spelling. “As I typed,
I fixed the sentence
structure
and made sure
the grammar was
correct. We are
charging for these
reports, so they
should be gram-

matically correct, right? How we speak
every day and the language required in
written documents is quite different.”
Her boss, too, felt that the reports had really improved. The fact that
he occasionally gave her correspondence or documents to edit became a
favourite part of her job.
Away from her job, she became
an avid reader. She always had a book
on the go and read two newspapers a
day. The more in-depth a newspaper article, the more she enjoyed it.
While on vacation, she kept a
travel journal. She said, “I feel I have to
write.” At the same time, she read and
learned everything she could about the
mechanics of language. In fact, after
taking Latin and Greek courses, she became even more fascinated with the origin of words.
A copywriter, reporter, or feature storywriter for a public relations
firm might suit. However, when I probed
deeper, I realized it wasn’t the stories
continued on Pg. 42

Join us on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/ottawanatural
Did You Know:
Depression will rank second
only to heart disease as the
leading cause of disability
worldwide by the year 2020
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Preparing For 2012
By
Kathy Glover Scott, MSW, RSW

For years, I had a crush on the actor
John Cusack. Not only is he brilliant in
his craft and embodies characters that
push the limits, he is easy to look at.
My appreciation of him has been dashed
through his ‘starring’ in the recent movie
about the destruction of the Earth through
reaching the calendar year of 2012.
Enough with the ‘doom and gloom’
about what is going to happen….The
completion of the Mayan calendar in no
way represents the end of the world. What
it heralds is a time of ease, connection,
oneness of all and the ability for those
who choose to live in a state of Grace.
Over the past few decades, ‘the Light
has gone on’ for hundreds of thousands
of us. We’ve worked hard to move out
of the lower frequencies and open to a
higher vibration. In this process, we are
creating new communities, structures
in families, organizations and local and
global friendships – those that support
and nurture our new understanding of
how we are really meant to live. We are
rapidly opening to higher frequencies that
elevate and nurture us. We are in a time
of rapid expansion, which can impact
us individually on a physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual level – and may
not always be pleasant to go through.
Here are some pointers that will assist
you with this process:
1) Focus on your root and heart
chakras: The root chakra is about
building a strong foundation for your
evolving self to stand on. You will only
evolve to a higher plane of consciousness
and be able to live there while in this 3rd
Dimensional world by having a strong
foundation. This means grounding
yourself daily and being aware of the
need to shield and protect your energies.
The ability for our heart centre to give
and receive love is rapidly expanding as
well. Work with healing yourself on an
emotional and energetic level to release
old fears and core beliefs that tend to be
Ottawa Natural

stored in this centre that has a much
higher purpose.
2) Connect with others: As a
person transforms internally, how they
experience the world around them
rapidly shifts as well. Connect with
people and a community that supports
your evolving self, shifting perspective
and new voice. Social networking
sites are great, but as a ‘spiritual being
having a human experience’, you need
to connect personally with people who
do not judge this new, evolving you.
3) Work with the energy and
wisdom of the Earth: There is a new
awakening of Earth energies that you
can access and use to help yourself
and others. This shifting has opened
up the possibility
of healing and
transformation
with
Earth
frequencies
greater that we’ve
ever
known
before. Actively
express
your
spirit in nature,
consciously draw
her energies into
you and seek out
the energy of
crystals.

a whole, has opened. The expansion of
this is what 2012 is all about. Keep in
your consciousness the uniqueness of
this time and assess how you can stepup and actively be part of the process
of healing yourself, expanding your
consciousness and reaching out to
others going through this magnificent
process.
Kathy Glover Scott MSW, RSW has
25 years experience and specializes
in individual advanced energy healing
and classes, including 5th Dimensional
Consciousness and Reiki to the 21st
Degree. Her practice is located in
Ottawa. Visit her website at www.
ReikiOttawa.com or email Kathy@
ReikiOttawa.com.

Know that
you have chosen
to be born at this
time to be part
of the greatest
shift of mass
consciousness
since humankind
began. A portal
to healing on
this planet for
all living beings
and the Earth, as
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continued from Pg. 27
Grandmaster always knew the most effective buttons to
press. If a person has an enlarged ego, then the perfect button
is to call them stupid. Then, if they are taught the concept of
emotional balance, they can raise their awareness and begin
reducing their emotional responses.
Grandmaster Fu pointed out, “One month with me,
you become much stronger. Six months even better!”
During the twenty-three day course in China, I became
very aware of the desensitization training and wondered how
I could carry on this training to become even more balanced
and less emotionally reactive. I decided I would think of
everyone as my teacher when I was insulted or triggered in
order to keep my awareness higher and be less sensitive.
“People who less emotion, more successful!” taught
Grandmaster Fu.
Some people confuse “sensitivity” with being “overly
sensitive”. When someone is sensitive in terms of kindness
and compassion, it should not store negative energy in
the body. When someone is overly sensitive and reacts
emotionally taking things personally, that is when they are
planting seeds for future illness.
The negative emotions that are stored in the “heart” of
the body can be thought of as seeds of illness. If we do not
clear or neutralize these seeds of illness, they will grow into
continued on Pg. 37
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Devinder’s Quick Tips
This Month: Remember that Back-to-School Feeling

About this time every year that feeling of going back to school comes up.
Memories of getting ready for the school year come back with the anticipation of
starting again.

Devinder Kaur (Alison Finney) is a
certiﬁed Hatha and Kundalini Yoga
Teacher in Ottawa. She is the Director and Owner of PranaShanti Yoga
Centre. For more information, visit
www.pranashanti.com or call 613761-9642.

Some children, as well as Moms and Dads can feel nervous or a little
scared on the first day of school because of all the new things: new teachers,
new friends, and maybe even a new school. Luckily, these “new” worries only
last for a little while.
Here’s a simple yogic breath or pranayam technique that is great for all
ages and can help take away some of the stressful and anxious feelings.
− Sit down in a quiet area.
− Cross your hands over the centre of your chest.
− Close your eyes.
− Inhale deeply through the nose for a slow count of 8.
− Exhale completely the same way.
− Repeat for 3 minutes.
When the time is done, release your hands, stand up, inhale and stretch your
arms up over your head. Bring your arms down as you exhale. Open your eyes
with a renewed sense of calmness.

Voice3

Upcoming workshops and concert in Ottawa

Did you know that our voice is as
unique as our fingerprints, reflecting our
personal history and stories? The human
voice has soul, heart and consciousness
because it reflects the spiritual resonance
of the person making the sound.
Voice3 is an improvisational
vocal trio whose mission is to perform,
educate and offer up healing vocal
remedies while blending the art of
ritual, sound medicine and fun. This
talented trio also facilitates soul-centered
workshops at conferences and retreats;
creates inspirational and interactive
performances for corporate and other
events and supports personal rituals for
life transitions.
Although all three vocalists
are from different musical backgrounds
they’ve found a common ground in their
work with sound through Gary Diggins
Soundwork as Soulwork program in
Toronto where all three women are
faculty members. This October Voice3
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is beginning an exciting and unique
vocal program to the Toronto Sound
Source studio. Each of the five modules
offers up a unique experience for the
exploring vocalist: *Voice, Breath &
Body, *Colours of the Voice through
the Chakras, *Soul Song & Song
Making, *The Compassionate Voice
and *Facilitating Vocal Sound Circles.
Ann-Marie
Boudreau
trained as a Spiritual Psychotherapist,
Soundwork Practitioner, classical
concert pianist, multi-instrumentalist
and improvisational vocalist, playing
and performing on a wide variety of
world instruments ~ the Sitar, Hang,
African Ngoni and Celtic Harp being
unique to her repertoire. Ann-Marie
facilitates a wide variety of soundrelated, interactive and experiential
workshops and events that invite
the inner child out to play. www.
annmarieboudreau.com
http://www.
annmarieboudreau.com/

Hazel Walker is a Soundwork
Practitioner, Reiki Master, Life
Counsellor and Voice Coach. An
accomplished vocalist/performer, she
has released two vocal Jazz CDs and has
toured extensively throughout Canada,
the US, and the Far East. Her approach
to wellness is based in a body-centered
philosophy in which she incorporates
sound (voice/instruments), breath,
healing energy, and body awareness.
www.SoundSpirit.ca.
Lisa Hartt-Spillane is a Soundwork
Practitioner, Reiki Level II, singersongwriter and group facilitator. A
vocalist all her life, Lisa is a Juno award
nominee with numerous recordings to
her credit. Lisa has written, recorded
and toured internationally with some of
the world’s legendary singers, writers,
musicians and producers. Helping
clients access and own their “soul
song” is at the heart of her Soundwork
continued on next page
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continued from Pg 34
each of the diseases or ailments that exist in the world. With
perfect balance and no overreaction emotionally, we can be
perfectly healthy.
“Perfect balanced emotions, you live three hundred
years,” theorized Grandmaster Fu.
Each emotional upheaval reduces the perfect life length
of three hundred years. For example, someone cuts you off in
traffic. You angrily question their parentage. This could deduct
25 minutes from the three hundred years. A bitter divorce and
battle for child custody could deduct five to ten years. This
view of our life span underlines the value of reducing extreme
emotional reaction not only for proactive health but also for
longevity. Desensitization training for proactive health is an

ongoing process.
On the last day of training in China, Ivy purchased some
orange, juicy persimmons, which we shared during a break. I
was really enjoying this sweet fruit for the first time when the
Grandmaster suggested, “You like persimmon?”
“Yes, very delicious!” I replied nervously.
“Ahhhhh, a lot of women like persimmon!” Grandmaster
Fu prodded.
Gordon Keir is an Emei Qigong certified teacher and
practitioner. Emei Qigong Canada is offering a Level One, fourday seminar, October 2-5, 2010 in Ottawa, $15 total. For more
info, please visit www.emeiqigong.ca or call (613) 482-2552.

And who is so barbarous as not to understand
that the foot of a man is nobler than his shoe, and
his skin nobler than that of the sheep with which
he is clothed, and not to be able to estimate the
worth and degree of each thing accordingly?
- Michelangelo

continued from previous page

practice. www.harttsong.vpweb.ca
In September, Voice3 will be bringing their special
gifts with sound and voice to the circle at Wise Woman’s
weekend retreat at Camp Kintail in Kincardine Ontario:
www.wisewomanevents.net
On October 2nd Voice3 will be here in Ottawa
bringing their gifts of vocal play and the creation of intentional
sounding circles followed by an interactive and listening
concert in the evening. To learn more about Voice3s October
engagement contact Maike at sonicspiritottawa@gmail.com

See The Voice3 Ad on Page 31
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Transition Stories

By
Andrew MacDonald

Many, if not most, in the new
consciousness community are aware that
big changes are afoot “out there” and in
here, in the personal space we all inhabit.
There’s peak oil out there, and there’s
the reality of global warming, which is
causing disruptions for many. And there’s
the tenuous nature of our financial futures
. . . Is it built on a rock or a wreck? It’s
still possible for Canadians to pretend that
the familiar past will return, but many of
us are moving more into the change, not
away from it.
I can say without irony that there
are many positive growth opportunities
in accelerated change. We can be more
responsible for what we want, and less
passive consumers of our future. Things are
in flux and the future, if there ever was a
certain future (and Buddha would have said
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there wasn’t), is changing quickly. It’s and sharing. We’e part of building a
a growing-up time for our species and culture that understands the imperative
adolescence has some potent challenges, of change and invite you to join us.
and big gifts. As I read it, this is not a fun
time to be sitting on the fence.
How is your transition to a new
reality? If you’re like most of us, and
like me, you have mixed feelings.
We’d all like change, but we don’t find
it easy or comfortable to change, yet
the times are about change. My friend
Jane Dawson and I are sponsoring a
day of transition stories - celebrating,
working and being with, this sense of
change - on September 11th (a day of
change) at St. Paul’s. We invite you to
join us in exploring what’s up for us
around the future, speaking our stories
in a space with room for deep listening

Being-the-Change-Stories
A restorative day of talking,
listening, and connecting,
sharing stories with others
who are working (or wanting)
to “be the change”
Saturday, Sept 11th, St. Paul’s
10-4 pm, $35
Contact: Jane, 613.290.1882,
or andrewcartermacdonald@
gmail.com
www.radicalrelocalization.com
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A Woman’s Best Friend
By
Lynne Kerr

A Proper Fitting Bra!

Recently, some media attention
has been focused on the importance of
women wearing a proper fitting bra. This
has led to increased awareness about
this topic. Previously, there was little
attention paid to this issue and most of
us, when shopping for bras, were buying what we thought was our size, often
consistently the same one throughout
the years, despite obvious changes in
age and body weight.
My first fitting for a bra was
five years ago when a friend became a
certified bra fitter with Jeunique International. It made me aware how inaccurate
I had previously been about my sizingboth in cup and band. I also could not
believe how comfortable I began to feel
in my new Jeunique bra and how supported and securely in place my breast
tissue felt. Within six months I was well
on my way to becoming a certified bra
fitter myself, and sharing my knowledge
and experience with other women.
Health, comfort and appearance are the three primary consider-
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ations related to choosing a proper
fitting bra. The critical mistake many
women make in purchasing a bra is not
to be professionally measured. This
dramatically increases the chances of
wearing the wrong size. Indicators of
a poor fitting bra include the band riding up the back, straps that dig into the
shoulders, and breast tissue that flows
out of the cup on the top or bottom, all
leading to an uncomfortable experience.
Having a properly fitted bra
is not just about comfort but, more
importantly, about health. Breast tissue is composed of capillaries, lymph
nodes and milk glands that, to remain
healthy, must have proper circulation
and support. Improper fitting bras can
impede circulation thereby endangering breast tissue health as well as creating back and shoulder strain.
Measuring provides guidelines to begin the fitting process but
for accuracy women must also invest
time in trying on the bras. Bra sizes

are uniform, although they can vary somewhat from manufacturer to manufacturer.
On the other hand, women’s bodies are
individually unique in shape, size and
distribution of breast tissue. Therefore,
women with identical measurements do
not always wear the same size bra. This
stresses, once again, the importance of
having a professional fitting.
Another mistake women commonly make when buying bras is to
economize too much on the cost. They
do so for a variety of reasons. As wives
and mothers, they often put the needs of
others ahead of themselves. They also
tend to focus on the short term forgetting
that the longevity of a cheap bra is very
limited and necessitates the purchase of
another very soon.
Whereas, a quality undergarment properly taken care of will last for a
very long time. Most importantly, women
need to remember that appearance wise, a
properly fitted bra is the most important
clothing purchase a woman can make.
continued on Pg. 41
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What is Age Regression?

By
Karinna Najera

Age Regression is a powerful
therapeutic tool when used by a skilled
therapist. It is not to be confused with
Past Life Regression. In Age Regression
the assumption is that the root of the
problem or challenge the client is facing
is in this lifetime. Past Life Regression
works under the assumption the root
cause of the problem is in a Past Life.
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Age Regression is used to help clients
deal with traumatic or psychosomatic
disorders. It is a direct and often very
effective approach. There are different
techniques that can be used for age
regression; among the most popular are
Affect Bridge and the Calendar Method.
The client is guided into a hypnotic
state. This is done through pacing and
gently leading the
client back to that
memory in time,
some times, directly
back to the traumatic
event where he or
she can deal with it
objectively, and take
out of it the negative
emotional
impact
on their current
situation. When the

client is back in that memory of time, he
or she is able to relive the experience in
a safe environment and get learnings that
he or she didn’t have at the time.
This in itself can help heal the
emotional effects of such a trauma.
More than that, Age Regression allows
for a release of the pent up emotional
scarring that has occurred post the
actual initial sensitizing event. Trust
between the therapist and client plays
a very important role during this
technique. I personally try not work at
this level before the third session.
Age Regression techniques should
only be done by a skilled therapist.
When used correctly, they can be of
tremendous help for clients looking to
move on from the past into the present.
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continued from Pg. 39
It provides the proper foundation for the rest of her clothing
wardrobe. The wearing of expensive clothing is defeated when
a poor fitting bra lies underneath. Paradoxically, a well-fitted
higher quality bra will enhance any outer clothing regardless
of cost. A properly fitted and supportive bra positions breast
tissue in such a manner as to make a woman look younger and
slimmer in appearance. Who would not be in favour of that!
Bras in stores today come in a wide variety of colours, styles, and prices but most fail abysmally in their mandate to provide the proper support and direction necessary for
healthy and attractively presented breast tissue.
Jeunique bras are sold exclusively through independent certified bra fitters, not in stores. They are unique in their
design in that the bra is contoured to allow it to be properly
worn lower on the back and higher in the front. The bras do
not have any unhealthy unwires but, instead, a bandarin of
synthetic material inside the bra, which provides the primary

means of support, not the straps. This design structure helps
to alleviate shoulder and back stress and helps to minimize
stretch marks in breast tissue. There is no elastic in the straps
of Jeunique bras, thereby eliminating the droopy strap syndrome. Sizes range from 30B to 46 KK. The level of support and containment provided by Jeunique bras eliminates the
need for a special exercise bra. A Jeunique bra is designed for
all times and is definitely a woman’s best friend!
If you are interested in more information about Jeunique bras and other undergarments, in scheduling a fitting,
or are interested in a career as a professional bra fitter, you
can reach me, Lynne at 613 225-2296 or by viewing the website www.healthybraboutique.com

Any fool can criticize, condemn,
and complain - and most fools do.
- Dale Carnegie
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Continued from Pg. 32
that fascinated her; it was the actual words. I kept digging and
found that observing details in printed documents was the primary talent that would drive her new career.
Finally, she knew that her natural talent was working with language, and that meant eventually finding someone
who would pay her to edit or write.
Although she liked and still does some writing, she
said, “I find that writing to earn a living is very time consuming. Obtaining a writing job in a public relations firm would
have required some specialized training.”
Our next goal became finding her a job as an editor,
even though she wasn’t a university graduate.
She joined the Editors’ Association of Canada (EAC)
where she mingled and networked with people who shared her
interests. At that time, she did not have a lot of professional
experience, so she enrolled in EAC workshops and became PR
co-chair for the organization. That’s how she became visible.
Next, she was hired as a full-time editor with the Canadian government where she stated, “I liked the editing but
didn’t care too much for that particular job. There were days

when we were extremely busy and days when we weren’t at
all. After leaving an extremely busy medical environment,
this didn’t suit me at all. It just wasn’t a fit. I have to feel that
there’s a purpose all day,” said Janie.
So she discussed her situation with me once more
and decided that it was time to start her own business. Her
government job and volunteer interests had provided the experience and credentials she needed.
She started Highgrove Editorial Services (http://
www.highgrove.on.ca/), and since then, “life is great – I’m
closer than ever to reaching a balanced lifestyle.”
Janie was able to find the right fit because we were
able to distinguish between similar talents. If she had chosen
to write for a living, it possibly would have led her down a
path of life dissatisfaction and job misfit rather than job fit.
As she said, “George’s analysis made me realize that
paying attention to my natural skills was important. He gave
me the confidence to go through the process of finding a way
to use them.

As soon as I figure out
the difference between
slander and libel,
I’m suing you.
-Sue Sylvester

At the worst,
a house unkempt
cannot be so
distressing as
a life unlived.
- Rose Macaulay
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can attend.
Sign up for an NLP course!
Or if one-on-one is more your style, look into the
services of a Coach, such as myself.

Whatever you option you choose, the important part
is that you take action… ANY action! All the best to you on
your journey. Dream you life. Live your dreams.
Bryce Healey is a Coach, Trainer, and Inspirational Speaker
with The SmartFolks. He specializes in helping people
overcome challenge, achieve their dreams, and live life to
the absolute fullest. For more information, please visit www.
thesmartfolks.com or www.brycehealey.com. Bryce can also
be reached directly at 613-868-8848.

It is of interest to note that while
some dolphins are reported to have
learned English -- up to fifty words used
in correct context -- no human being has
been reported to have learned dolphinese.
- Carl Sagan
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I’m not stressed... beyond the stress induced
by you telling me how stressed I am.
- Dr. Gregory House, MD

Have you heard?
There’s a Montreal
Natural now!
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Discover the Power in
Your Story
By
Joyce Friesen
−
−
−
Have you ever felt like you were
on a gerbil wheel treading ever faster
and yet seeming to go nowhere? I have.
Just recently I was getting frustrated and
depressed because a problem I was trying
to solve kept coming up again and again.
I couldn’t seem to make any progress
in resolving it. The reason: I was doing
the same old thing and yet expecting a
different result.
This problem reflected a pattern
I had been repeating all my life. It was
part of my story. So I decided to look
at the issue from a different angle. I put
it into the context of my whole life and
had a huge “aha”. All our problems and
challenges are really opportunities if we
just know how to look at them. Indeed,
our issues are the hidden power in our
story.
Our Story
We’re
all
searching,
either
consciously or unconsciously, to give
psychological and sacred meaning to
our lives. Our lives are our story—all
the threads that are woven together in
patterns that make us unique. It’s our:
− Actions and reactions
− Thoughts
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−

Intentions
Emotions
Beliefs—ours, our parents and our
culture
Heart dreams and souls mission

The power in our story is like two
sides of a coin; one side we lose energy
or power, the other we gain.
Power Drains
Whenever we lose energy, we
perceive our story in a negative way and
let our power drain away. Here are some
power drains in which I have indulged in
the past.
− Constantly going over the same
negative experience in my head
− Regretting what I have said
− Feeling guilty
− Wishing my
experiences
were different
− Using
the
w o r d s
“should” and
“if only”
− Indulging
in
negative
emotions
particularly
the two big
killers
fear
and doubt. I
often hid or
suppressed a

part of myself afraid of what might
happen when I opened the lid of
my internal trash can
− Feeling nobody cares and I’m all
alone in the world
− Not taking full responsibility for
my life by judging, complaining or
criticizing
− Lacking in clarity. Many times
I didn’t know what to do so I
grasped at straws. What did “they”
say I should do—whoever “they”
were?
Power Surges
So how do we tap into the positive
power of our story? Empowering
change can only happen with
Continued on Pg. 46
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Continued from Pg. 45
acceptance—by embracing ourselves
totally right now!
− Understanding the core beliefs that
drive us. Core beliefs are deeply
held and are usually unconscious.
− Every pain, illness and negative
experience in our story has beneath
it a suppressed emotion caused by a
negative thought or belief. Allowing
suppressed emotions to surface, and
dealing with the underlying cause is
the first step to transformation.
− Recognize that you are unique.
Your experiences, capacities and
understanding are unique. Your
challenge is to discover those
strategies, modalities and tools that
will empower you to be fulfilled.
− Stop scurrying around looking for
the elusive quick fix—that one pill,

−

−

−

one course, one therapist, one food
that will fix all your problems. If
there really were a quick fix, would
we have so many overweight,
depressed people in our society?
No matter what path you choose,
patience and perseverance are the
only ways to find success. That
doesn’t mean we sit around like
a blob on a log, but it does mean
that after we have done everything
we know to do, we must surrender
our actions to the Divine for further
manifestation.
Each moment make conscious
choices. Contrary to popular belief
our power is in our choices not our
genes.
Open our hearts. We are a mind
driven society. What we need to

become is feeling hearts connected
to our soul and our minds. Is it any
wonder that heart disease is the
number one killer today?
By opening our hearts and loving
ourselves we discover the true power in
our story and only in that love will we
find joy, peace of mind and happiness.
Joyce Friesen supports people to
transform the drama and trauma of their
stories into an opportunity for growth and
self-discovery. Fear and doubt are turned
into courage and faith. What’s more
working with Joyce they will deepen and
enrich the connection with their whole
self—body, mind, emotions, heart and
soul—as they journey along their sunlit
path to self-realization.
If what I have said resonates with you, I
invite you to connect with me at www.
novalisintegra.com, or send an email
to joycefriesen@novalisintegra.com or
call me at (613)841-3205 (in Ottawa)
or Toll Free 1(866)797-1990

Equations are the
devil’s sentences.
- Stephen Colbert
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Feel and look good with your own infrared sauna
Now, more than ever, we need affordable ways to improve our health and
well-being. So what could be better
than enjoying the multiple therapeutic beneﬁts of an infrared sauna in the
comfort of your own home?
For many years, respected health
care professionals have sanctioned
the use of infrared heat to treat a
wide range of conditions safely and
naturally. And now, everyone is discovering the health beneﬁts of an
infrared sauna as they relax under
its warm, soothing rays. Whether
you have a large home
or small apartment, this
amazing heat technology comes encased in a
beautiful wooden sauna
(in a variety of sizes and
designs), that will ﬁt into
most home spaces and
family budgets.
Northern Lights Infrared
Saunas is an Ottawabased company which
can introduce you to your
very own personal infrared therapy unit. VicePresident Tracy Wilson
bases her support of infrared heat to improve
health and wellness on
personal experience, as
well as professional studies and numerous testimonials.
Explaining that Northern Lights Infrared Saunas use far-infrared heat
therapy, Wilson provides
medical evidence of how
and why it is better than the regular
heat used in a conventional sauna.
Far-infrared heat is used in hospital
incubators for newborn babies and
it¹s a safe, natural form of radiant
energy (like the sun, but without the
harmful UV rays). The direct heat
penetrates the body deep enough
to soothe and relax the muscles as
it detoxiﬁes the body. Using Carbon
Wave 360 panels, instead of ceramic
rods, the unit does not get hot and the
temperature always remains comfort-
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able. This allows longer sauna sessions,
which are more effective and efﬁcient.
Among the many proven beneﬁts of far-infrared therapy, Wilson believes detoxiﬁcation is a vital one. Eliminating harmful toxins from the body is claimed to be the ﬁrst
step to good health by Dr. Stuart Hoover,
a health and wellness expert in the US.
Dr. Hoover calls the therapeutic units an
“essential appliance for internal cleansing”
as it boosts circulation, increases energy,
burns calories, improves skin conditions
and helps with hormonal problems, depression, anxiety and much more . . .

Weight loss. An average 30 minute
sauna session can burn 600 calories, which is the equivalent cardiovascular workout as running 2-3
miles. And a US dermatologist uses
infrared saunas to treat cellulite.
Cardiovascular health. Infrared
heat therapy improves cardiovascular conditioning without exertion.
It increases heart rate, cardiac output and metabolic rate, and can
also help to reduce blood pressure.
Stress relief & relaxation. Increased circulation triggers the release of endorphins, loosening tight muscles and
making you feel better all
over.
Beautiﬁcation of skin. Increased blood circulation
to the skin improves the
tone, texture and elasticity.
Sweating also helps remove
accumulated toxins such as
make-up, dirt, lotions and
conditioners.
Tissue elasticity. Heat relaxes muscles, increases
ﬂexibility and range of motion. Therapeutic beneﬁts
are also seen in ligaments,
tendons, fascia, joint capsules and symposiums that
have become scarred, thickened or contracted.
Chromotherapy or light
therapy. Colour and light
help bring physical and emotional systems into balance.
Colour works through and in
every nerve, cell, gland and
muscle.

Studies show that infrared heat saunas
provide the following health beneﬁts:
Pain Relief. Reduces muscle spasms,
joint stiffness and arthritic and rheumatoid
Tracy Wilson
aches and pains. Also helps to improve
healing time of sprains and strains by re- Northern Lights Infrared
Saunas
ducing pain and swelling.
Detoxiﬁcation. Deep Infrared penetration
allows removal of toxins stored in fat cells,
and helps rid the body of potential carcinogenic heavy metals, such as mercury and
www.northernlightssaunas.com.
lead, as well as alcohol, nicotine, sodium,
sulfuric acid and cholesterol.

613-878-9199
1-877-759-9912
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